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SUMMARY 

In this report consideration is given to problems which enter into the structural 
design and estimation of weights of a satellite rocket. Methods are shown whereby 
the structure. power plant and other basic weight items are taken into account in 
seeking a vehicle of minimum gross weight to achieve the task of placing a given 
payload on an orbit a few hundred miles above the earth. Many of the procedures as 
developed should be applicable to all long range rockets because of the apparent 
similarity of the satellite to rocket missiles. 

A design study of a typical satellite rocket is presented as an illustration of 
the analytical methods and. to some extent, to furnish a check on the calculations. 
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STRUCTURAL AND WEIGHT STUDIES OF A 
SATELLITE ROCKET 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The most important factors affecting the performance of a rocket powered vehicle 
are the exhaust velocity of the gases generated in the rocket motor, the ratio of 
propellant weight to gross weight, and the ratio of the basic weight to gross weight. 
The purpose of this study is to arrive at a realistic engineering appraisal of the 
effect of factors which influence the basic weight to gross weight ratio, and con
sequently the gross weight of the satellite rocket, to develop reliable methods by 
which ~he gross weight and the basic weight to gross weight ratio may be estimated, 
and to determine information fundamental to the design of a typical satellite rocket. 

The basic weight (WB) of a satellite rocket is defined as the gross weight of 
the rocket less the weight of the payload less the weight of propellants and fuels. 
The importance of the basic weight to gross weight ratio as a parameter of gross 
weight may readily be seen from an examination of equation (1), which is obtained from 
the definition of basic weight as given above 

(1) 

where W represents the gross weight of a satellite rocket, WL, the payload, 2.Wp • the 
weight of all propellants and fuels, and 2WB the total basic weight. 

From Eq. (1) it follows that for fixed values for IfL I and Llfp .IW, large values 
of 2WBIW will give large gross weights, while smaller values of 2WB/W will give smaller 
gross weights. It is also instructive to note that Eq. (1) defines the upper limit 
of the basic weight to gross weight ratio. This may be expressed as 

(2 ) 

It is quite obvious that the gross weight would tend to infinity even for very small 
finite 'payloads' as the ratio 2WBIW approaches its limiting value. The 'practical' 
limit of the basic weight to gross weight ratio would, of course, be considerably 
smaller than that defined by Eq. (2). 

Previous studies l of the influence of size on the basic weight of rockets in
dicate that it is a rather dangerous procedure to formulate th~ estimation of the 
basic weight of a rocket by the simple process of a geometric enlargement or reduction 
of a given prototype. It is pointed out that an unlimited geometrical enlargement of 
a prototype will ultimately bring a penalty in weight, due primarily to the fact that 
the inertia load imposed upon the structure will increase as the cube of the linear 

For references see page 107 
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scale dimension, while the structure's ability to resist that load will, in certain 
cases, increase only as the square of the linear scale dimension. Further, when an 
attempt is made to reduce the size of the prototype it is found that some of the 
components of the prototype cannot he reduced proportionally and others cannot be 
reduced at all. Therefore it would appear that the method of estimating the basic 
weight of a satellite rocket hased upon a geometric scaling of a given prototype can 
only he valid when the variation in size is small. Since the hydrostatic pressures 
due to inertia (volume) forces increase with the geometric enlargement of a tank, and 
further since the propellant weight constitutes approximately 70% to 9Q% of the gross 
weight of the satellite rocket, the proportions of the propellant tanks may have a 
considerable influence on the basic weight. In view of these conditions it may he 
advantageous from a weight standpoint to increase the diameter of the propellant tank 
and keep the height constant, thereby maintaining the hydrostatic pressure at a con
stant value. The weight of the propellant tanks and supporting structure would then 
increase only in proportion to the geometric enlargement of the rocket. The resultant 
fattening of the rocket would, however. tend to cause an increase in aerodynamic drag, 
which in turn would cause an increase in the propellant weight to gross weight ratio, 
therehy reducing to some extent the gain realized by keeping the ratio of basic weight 
to gross weight constant. It has also been shown that the propellant tank weight is 
proportional to the reciprocal of the propellant density for geometrically similar 
tanks. This indicates a serious weight disadvantage stemming from the use of low 
density fuels such as liquid hydrogen, when considered from the standpoint of the 
effect of propellant density on the basic weight to gross weight ratio. 

The information presented above, summarizing previous work on scale effects as 
related to the overall satellite rocket design problem, has been most helpful in the 
formulation of the weight estimation methods used in this report. The problem of 
estimating the weight of a multi-stage satellite rocket, however, involves a multitude 
of details, each of which must receive adequate attention. Since the German A-4 
(V-II) is the only long range rocket that has been successfully operated to date, it 
has heen used as a base from which to work. The design of a multi-staged satellite 
rocket presents many problems, such as separation of stages during flight, and the 
auton~tic starting of the propulsive system during flight, which did not appear in 
the A-4, and for this reason it has been necessary to make several reasonable appearing 
assumptions in the development of the methods used. Another complicating factor is 
that, while the propellant weight to gross weight ratio is primarily a function of 
the rocket trajectory, it is related to the basic weight to gross weight ratio in such 
a manner that it is not possible to consider the effect of a given weight parameter 
on the basic weight to gross weight ratio independently of the effect of the same 
parameter on the propellant to gross weight ratio. This fact is clearly pointed out 
in the discussion given above of the effect of the propellant tank proportions upon 
the gross weight. 

Since the parameters upon which the gross weight determinations were based have 
undergone continuous change and refinement during the study as a result of the findings 
from trajectory calculations which were carried on simultaneously. it will he found 
in the succeeding presentation that there will not be complete agreement of the values 
for gross weight derived ir. the different stages of the analysis. However. as the 
study progressed better values for the parameters became available and the final 
values presented here for the gross weights may he accepted with considerable con
fidence. 

2 
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The following chapters in this report present the results of investigations made 
to determine the effect of some important weight parameters on the gross weight and 
the basic weight to gross weight ratio of a satellite rocket. Also, as a check on 
the analytical methods developed during this study and to verify the conclusions 
reached, a design study of a typical satellite rocket is presented. 

I I . WEIGHT STUDIES 

1. Method of Analysis 

In the quantitative analysis of any problem it is first necessary to have a 
convenient yardstick which may be used to determine an index of the relative worth 
of any given set of conditions when compared to several other sets of conditions. 
For the case of the design of a satellite rocket the gross weight represents such a 
convenient yardstick, and this unit of measure along with qualitative considerations 
of such items as cost, reliability, complexity of design, etc., has formed the basis 
of comparison. Further, having selected a unit of measure which enables the estab
lishment of the relative worth of several proposals, it is necessary to have a method 
of determining with good precision information basic to the design of the selected 
satellite rocket. For these reasons, careful attention has been given to the devel
opment of a set of expressions from which the gross weight of the satellite rocket 
may be predicted. The derivation of these equations is given in Appendix I. and they 
are summarized for convenience in Table 1. 

To compute the gross weight of a multi-staged satellite rocket, the gross weight 
of the final stage is first determined, then the weight of the preceding stage and so 
on until the weight of the initial stage is determined. The weight of the initial 
stage then gives the gross weight of the entire multi-staged satellite rocket. It 
should be noted that since the basic weight to gross weight ratio, and the propellant 
weight to gross weight ratio are related in such a manner that their variation with a 
given parameter of gross weight cannot be determined independently of one another, 
the following method of analysis must be used. The effect of the variation of a 
particular parameter of gross weight on the propellant weight to.gross weight ratio 
(ll) is first determined from a consideration of the flight mechanics of the satellite 
rocket. Having determined the variation of the propellant weight to gross weight 
ratio with the parameter under consideration, consistent values of both II and the 
particular parameter are entered in the equations summarized in Table 1. Since it 
has been found that the various parameters of gross weight, with the exception of the 
propellant weight to gross weight ratio, and the basic weight to gross weight ratio, 
are mutually independent to a certain degree, the equations are then solved holding 
all parameters except the ones being considered constant. This gives the variation 
in gross weight of the satellite rocket with the particular parameter being investi
gated. From this information the effect of the parameter on the basic weight to gross 
weight ratio may be deduced; furthermore, the optimum value, i.e., that value corres
ponding to the least gross weight, of the parameter may be isolated. Unfortunately, 
the solution of the equations giving the gross weight of the satellite rocket is an 
iteration, or trial and error process. No explicit solution has been discovered to 
date to eliminate the iteration requirement. Although the labor involved is consider
able the computational work may be greatly facilitated by the use of a suitable 
computation form. 

3 
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Table 1 

SUMMARY OF WEIGHT EQUATIONS 

EcpJatiOll8 Glverning the Weight of the Satellite Rocket 

(1) 

Ws Wp • 
lim-= 1 ~-

W W 
(2) 

(Wr)N = .000155 [wp n(£r + r:)]N + C + .05 WL, (74) 

(Wr)N = .06322 [rr (~r + 2rr )]N + C + .05 WL, (minimum gages) (73) 

(72) 

(71) 

tI.W. 
J J 

(97) 

(25) 

(127) 

(127) 

(123) 

(124) 

(124) 

(n.). = (n,). (l-vJ~) (lillf). 
l J} J 

(81) 
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(W II) 1 = • 01 WI 

(WA)N '" t£ +(OO~;16 + .000812) P]N (::)N + ~ 
(WA)I: '" r i + (000116 + .000541) p] (Wp) + 55 lao Yp I: tlJ X 

(WC)N - 385 --_ (W) 1/6 
27,300 N 

(WC)x = 385 (27.~00)1:1/6 

(We)l :: 1090( _W_) 1/6 
27,300 1 

v.· W. 
) 1 

v.· = E .~'. = (1.01 + .64p x 10"6) ]/. 
J 11 ---:v- ;) 

f P J 

Equations Governing the Satellite Rocket Geometry 

• = 38.6541 (cot ¢)2/~ 

(82) 

(82) 

(92) 

(91) 

(91) 

(95) 

(95) 

(96) 

(02) 

(101) 

(04) 

(103) 

(03) 

(8) 

(06) 

(07) 
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Implicit Equations giving A1 

(
_573 IVp tan</;) = rb 3 (1 - U) - P1:! - r 3 U 

Yp 1 c 

u = tan ¢ 
tan Y; 

r - r 
tan y;" c cJ 

S1 

(

IV ) 1/3 ( 
Sj = C .... 0624 / P i + 2530 + 

2. Propellant Systems 

IV ~ 1/3 .00653~ 
Yp tb . 

1 
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(108) 

(104) 

(113) 

(Ill) 

(12) 

(13) 

(114) 

(US) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(U9) 

(122) 

The general expression for the gross weight of a satellite rocket is given by 
Eq. (I) as 

IV '" 

6 
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where W is the gross weight of the satellite rocket, WL, is the weight of the payload, 
where the term payload is defined as the weight of those items which are to be es
tablished on the satellite rocket's orbit and which do not contribute directly to the 
accomplishment of this object, IWp • is the total weight of all propellants and fuels 
contained in the satellite rocket, and LWp is the basic weight of the satellite 
rocket, where the term basic weight is deflned as the weight of all items that are 
neither propellants, fuels nor payload. Since it has been shown that different 
propellant systems have inherently different specific impulses2 and since the propel
lant weight to gross weight ratio v is a function of the specific impulse3 I (higher 
values of specific impulse giving lower values of the propellant weight to gross 
weight ratio), and also since the ratio LWp./W is directly proportional to v, it 
follows from Eq. (1) that, considering the effect of the specific impulse alone, 
different propellant systems will yield satellite rockets of different gross weights. 
Also it is apparent that the propellant system possessing the highest specific im
pulse (all other conditions being equal) will yield the satellite rocket of the least 
gross weight. 

Now consider the effect of varying the characteristics of the propellant system 
on the basic weight to gross weight ratio. The two components of the basic weight to 
gross weight ratio that are affected by the two principal propellant characteristics, 
specific impulse I and propellant density Pp ' are the ratio of the weight of the 
primary structure to gross weight, (WI/W) , and the ratio of the weight of the thrust 
producing equipment to gross weight (WA/W). Neglecting small terms, the ratio WT/W 
is given by an equation of the form 

W r 
..2.. = k v n (iT ... ..2..) , 
W . 2 

(3) 

where v is the propellant weight to gross weight ratio, n is the applied axial load 
factor, iT is the length of the propellant tank and r T is the radius of the propellant 
tank. The ratio of the weight of the thrust producing equipment to the gross weight 
is given by an equation of the form 

where I is the specific impulse, Y p is the specific weight of the propellants, p is 
the propellant pump discharge pressure, v is the propellant weight to gross weight 
ratio and tb is the duration of burning. 

From Eqs. (3) and (4) it can be seen that 

(5) 

Now examine each of parameters of the ratio WB/W listed in Eq. (5) with the purpose 
of determining how they are influenced by the propellant characteristics specific 
impulse I, and propellant density pp. It has been previously stated that v is a 
function of I. The axial load factor n, is an arbitrarily selected value for a given 
satellite rocket and is independent of I and Pp for the purpose of this argument. 
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Both Ir and r r are functions of the propellant tank volume which is in turn a function 
of the reciprocal of the propellant density; therefore lr and rr are fWlCtioos of the 
reciprocal of the propellant density pp. The specific weight Yp of the propellants 
is proportional to the propellant density; therefore, since the ratio WB/W is a 
function of the reciprocal of the specific weight of the propellants, it is in turn a 
function of the reciprocal of the propellant density. The propellant pump discharge 
pressure p is a function of the rocket motor combustion pressure and the pressure 
losses in the propellant lines, and is a uniquely determined value for a given satel
lite rocket, hence not a function of I or Pp for the purpose of this discussion. The 
duration of burning tb is a function of v, I. and n. Since v is a function of I, and 
n is independent of 1 and Pp for the purpose of this investigation, we may say that 
tb is a function of 1. Therefore from a consideration of Eq. (5) it may be said that 
the basic weight to gross weight ratio WB/W is a function of the principal propellant 
characteristic's specific impulse, I, and propellant density, Pp ' in the following 
manner. 

(6) 

The exact manner in which the gross weight and size of the satellite rocket will 
vary from one propellant system to another cannot be stated in simple general terms. 
However, it would appear, since the specific impulse has a greater effect on those 
items which tend to reduce the gross weight than on the items that tend to increase 
the gross weight with increasing specific impulse, and the propellant density affects 
items that tend to reduce the gross weight with increasing propellant density, that 
both high specific impulses and high propellant densities are to be desired. Fig. 2 
presents graphically the variation of the gross weight with the number of stages for 
satellite rockets employing several different propellant systems. Here it may be seen 
that the propellant systems having generally higher specific impulses yield compara· 
tively smaller gross weights. It is interesting to note that the hydrogen-oxygen 
system which has the highest specific impulse of all the propellant systems investi
gated also has the least propellant density. In spite of its low density this system 
appears to be the best from the gross weight standpoint; however, it possesses sev
eral undesirable characteristics which tend to eliminate the hydrogen-oxygen system 
from the list of possible 'practical' satellite rocket propellants. 

3. Staging 

Consider now the fundamental task of the satellite rocket, namely to accelerate 
a given mass of material called the payload to a velocity such that the payload will 
enter an orbit about the earth, that is, will become a satellite of the earth. 

The satellite rocket consists essentially of three parts: the payload, the 
propellants, and those items which contain the payload and propellants and also make 
the chemical energy of the propellants available in a form most useful for acceler
ating the payload to its orbital velocity. Now, assume that the satellite rocket has 
the most efficient devices available today for the conversion of the chemical energy 
of the propellants to their most mechanically useful form. Furthermore, assume that 
structure of the satellite rocket is as efficient as present technology permits. From 
an examination of the process involved in establishing the payload on its orbit it 
may be seen that not only the payload is being accelerated to its orbital velocity, 
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hut also the entire structural mass of the satellite rocket as well. It is apparent 
at once that if the mass of the satellite rocket's structure that must be accelerated 
along with the payload were reduced in some manner, more of the energy available in 
each unit mass of the propellants consumed would he available to accomplish the pri
mary purpose of accelerating the payload to the orbital velocity and less would be 
wasted on the useless auxiliary process of accelerating the rocket structure. This 
introduces the concept of the staged satellite rocket where weight may be discarded 
once it has served its purpose and is no longer necessary. To illustrate this idea 
consider a two stage satellite rocket. The payload, that mass which is to be estab
lished on an orbit about the earth, will he carried in the second, smaller, stage of 
the two stage device; while the larger, initial, stage will carry the second stage 
as its 'payload'. The operation of a two stage satellite rocket may be described as 
follows: the ini.tial stage will accelerate the second stage until all of its propel
lants are exhausted. At this point the initial stage will be discarded and the second 
stage will then add its velocity increment to that already given it by the first 
stage. By means of this device the total mass that must be accelerated to the orbital 
velocity is less than that which it would have been had the satellite rocket consisted 
of but a single stage. 

The manners in which staging may be accomplished are manifold. Two systems seem 
to merit mention at this time. The first, arbitrarily called independent staging, 
assumes that each stage of the multi-staged satellite rocket shall be a unit within 
itself and not depend upon the operation of another stage to complete its function. 
Each stage will have its own propellant system, its own tanks and structure and its 
own rocket motors which operate independently of those in the other stages, the entire 
unit being jettisoned after it has served its purpose. The second type of staging, 
arbitrarily called dependent staging, assumes that each stage of a multi-staged satel
lite rocket operates as an ancillary of the final stage. Each stage will again have 
its own propellant system, propellant tanks and rocket motors which may be jettisoned 
when their usefulness has been fulfilled. However. the rocket motors of a dependently 
staged satellite rocket do not operate in an independent fashion. To illustrate the 
idea of dependent staging, again consider the case of the two stage satellite rocket. 
The rocket motors of the initial stage of this dependently staged satellite rocket are 
arranged in such a manner that they may be operated simultaneously with the rocket 
motors of the final stage. During the operation of the initial stage both sets of 
motors are utilized to supply the necessary thrust. At the termination of burning 
for the initial stage, the first stage equipment including the rocket motors associa
ted with this stage are discarded, while the final stage rocket motors continue in 
operation. Since the weight of a rocket motor is a function of the thrust it pro~ 
duces, it follows that in the case of a dependently staged satellite rocket some 
saving may be made in the weight of the initial stage rocket motors, as they only 
supply a part of the thrust required,while in the case of the independently staged 
satellite the first stage rocket motors supply all of the thrust required by that 
stage. 

A more detailed consideration of the mechanism required by a dependently staged 
satellite rocket indicates, hcwever, that the weight saved in the initial stage 
rocket motors will be at least balanced by the increased mechanical complexity of the 
system. For this reason all investigations of the effects of staging have been made 
for an independently staged satellite rocket only. 
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Table 2 

BASIC WEIGHT TO GROSS "EIGHT RATIO FOR SEVERAL SATELLITE 

ROCKETS HAVING DIFFERENT PROPELLANT SYSTEMS 

Propellant Number of Stages Initial 

System 2 3 4 5 6 Conditions 

Ifydrogen-Oxygen .1728 .2081 .2414 .2789 WL I 1080; 

Alcohol-Oxygen .1524 .1756 .1952 .2193 n 5.0 

Hydrazine-Hydrogen .1529 .1667 .1905 .2155 h 350 
Peroxide 

Ana li ne -Acid .1480 .1632 .1830 .2047 Pc 300 

Hydrazine-Fluorine .1360 .1485 .1721 .2000 d!.to .20 

Hydrazine-Oxygen .1322 .1458 .1698 .1896 .1/10 .65 

mi 

psi 

Fig. 2 and Table 2 give the variation of gross weight and the basic weight to 
gross weight ratio with the number of stages for several propellant systems. It will 
be seen in Fig. 2 that it is not possible to design a single stage satellite rocket 
having a payload of 500 pounds, an orbital altitude of 350 miles, and utilizing any 
of the propellant systems investigated. Further, it is apparent that there is an 
optimum number of stages, that is, a number of stages which will give the least gross 
weight for a satellite rocket utilizing any particular propellant system. Table 2 
shows that in general the basic weight to gross weight ratio of the satellite rocket 
increases as the number of stages increases. This does not contradict the argument 
for applying the coneept of staging to the satellite rocket. As was pointed out in 
the discussion above, the purpose of staging is to provide a device by which a greater 
portion of the available chemical energy of the propellants may be utilized to accom
plish the ultimate purpose of the satellite rocket, that is,to establish a given mass 
of material, the pa.yload, on an orbit at a given altitude above the earth's surface. 
The fact that staging does accomplish this very purpose is illustrated graphically 
by Fig. 2. 

4. ~bit Altitude 

Let WB represent the basic weight of a multi-staged satellite rocket of any 
number of stages, where basic weight is defined as the weight of everything that IS 

neither propellants, fuels, nor the payload of the final stage, then from Eq. (1) 

W 

where W represents the gross weight of a multi-staged satellite rocket of any number 
of stages, WL" the payload of the final stage, LWp • the weight of all propellants 
and fuels contained in the satellite rocket, and LW8 the basic weight of the satellite 
rocket. 
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It has been found from studies of the flight mechanics of the satellite rocket 
that as the orbital altitude is increased, while the payload of the final stage is 
held constant, the ratio of the propellant weight required to the gross weight of the 
satellite rocket v will also increase. 3 

The ratio of the primary structure weight to the gross weight of the satellite 
rocket, neglecting small terms. is given by an equation of the form 

(7) 

where WrlW represents the ratio of primary structure weight to gross weight, v the 
ratio of propellant weight to gross weight, n the applied axial load factor, itT' the 
length of the propellant tank, and rr the radius of the propellant tank. Since 
the ratio of the primary structure weight to gross weight constitutes a portion of the 
basic weight to gross weight ratio, it is obvious from Eqs. (1) and (7) that as v 
increases so also will '2YI81W increase. 

The quantity (1 - '2YIp ./W - '2YI8IW) in Eq. (1) cannot become negative as Eq. (1) 
would then yield negative gross weights for the satellite rocket, a physical absurdity. 
Therefore the limiting value of the quantity 1 - '2YIp .IW - LW81W is zero, and this 
condition defines the limiting value of LWBIW which is given by Eq. (2) as 

Now it follows that as the ratio 2:WBIW approaches its limiting value of 1 - 2:Wp .1 
W, the quantity 1 - LWp./W - '2YIBIW in Eq. (1) will approach its limiting value of 
zero, and the gross weight of the satellite rocket will tend to infinity, 

The above facts lead to the following conclusions. As the orbital altitude ~s 
increased for a fixed payload in the final stage of a given satellite rocket, the 
gross weight of the satellite rocket will also increase. Furthermore, for a fixed 
payload in the final stage, and a given number of stages, there is an altitude beyond 
which it is impossible to establish the satellite rocket on an orbit. Fig. 3 illus
trates these conclusions for both a three and four stage hydrazine-oxygen satellite 
rocket. The limiting orbital altitude for a three stage hydrazine-oxygen rocket 
having a range of 2500 miles is given by Fig. 3 as being approximately 1500 miles. 
The term range may be defined as the distance along the surface of the earth from the 
launching site to the point where the satellite enters its orbital path. 

S. Axial Load Factor 

The ratio of the weight of the primary structure to gross weight for a given 
stage of a particular satellite rocket, when minimum structural material gage con
siderations do not apply, is given by Eq. (7) as 
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where Wr/W is the primary structure weight to gross weight ratio, v is the propellant 
weight to gross weight ratio, n is the applied axial load factor, /.T is the length 
of the propellant tank, and r T is the radius of the propellant. tank. 
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where W is the gross weight, WL* the 
payload of the given stage, Wp* the 
weight of propellants and fuels, and 
WBis the basic weight. 

The basic weight, WS' IS In turn 
defined as 

where WT is the primary structure weight, 
W II the weight of misce llaneous structure, 
W

A 
the weight of the thrust producing 

equipment, and We the weight of control 
equipment. 

GROSS WEHlHT - 'Ii (POUNDS X 10-': From a cons ideration of foregoing 
ORBITAL AL T1TUDE 115 GROSS WEIGHT equations it is clear that since WT/If 

FIG. 3 is a function of n and since the value 
of If /~t and hence the gross weight If 

depends upon WT/W, the gross weight If of a given stage 01£ the satellite rocket is a function 
of the applied axial load factor, n. 

Further, for a given set of conditions, that is,for a given stage of a particular 
satellite rocket, both the size of the propellant tanks and the propellant weight to 
gross weight ratio will be fixed. Therefore, the weight of the primary structure may 
be expressed as 

(Wr ). " (k Wn) . (9) 
J ) 

where the product nW represents the load applied to the primary structure. Also, the 
gross weight of the stage may be expressed by Eq. (41) as 

where it may be seen that the gross weight of the stage is equal to the sum of the 
weight of the primary structure and other terms which are not directly a function of 
the applied load. Therefore, since from Eq. (9) the weight of the primary structure 
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increases as the applied load increases, it follows, from Eq. (41), that the gross 
weight of the stage also increases as the load applied to the primary structure 
increases. 

The problem of selecting the optimum value of the axial load factor n for a given 
stage involves a number of considerations. First, the programming of the accelera
tion in the given stage must be such that the maximum load applied to the structure 
will be as small as possible during the acceleration period. This follows from the 
discussion given above where it was shown that the weight of the primary structure 
and hence the gross· weight of the stage increases as the applied load increases. 
Second, having determined the best manner in which to program the acceleration of a 
given stage, it then becomes necessary to find the proper maximum value of the axial 
load factor to be applied to that stage. 

Consider first the programming of the acceleration for a particular stage. As 
has been pointed out above. the gross weight W of the stage is a function of the load 
applied to the primary structure which may be expressed as the product of the gross 
weight of the stage Wand the applied axial load factor n. 

Now consider the various manners in which both the gross weight of the stage W 
and the load factor n may be varied with time. The two cases that are of primary 
interest are, first, a constant mass rate of propellant flow. representing the simp
lest condition trom the standpoint of rocket motor design, since throttling is not 
involved; second, constant load factor, which has been shown to have certain desirable 
characteristics from a consideration of the flight mechanics of the satellite rocket. 

Considering now the case of constant mass rate of propellant consumption, the 
general expression for load factor 3 is given by 

dl1tp 
I 

Tlf8s 

--;It gs 
(10) 

dill 
Mo - It E_P_ dt 

0 
dt 

where n
t 

is the applied load factor at time t, gs is the standard acceleration of 
gravity at sea level. 1 the specific impulse, I1tp the mass of propellants discharged 
at time t, dmpldt the time rate of propellant flow, € dlllp/dt the time rate of change 
of mass of the stage, and Mo the initial mass of the stage. 

For constant mass rate of propellant flow. the time rate of propellant flow may 
be written as 

dl1tp =: Mp 

dt tb 

(1i) 

where Mp is the initial mass of the propellants and tb is the length of the burning 
period in seconds. Therefore, 

(12) 
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The ratio of the instantaneous load factor n t to the final load factor n, (t t
6

) 
then may be expressed as 

(13) 

The ratio of the instantaneous gross weight of the stage Wt , to the initial 
gross weight W, may be written as 

1f t = If • IC;(Wp/t,,) t 

"""if If 
(14) 

The applied load Q is then given by 

(I5) 

Fig. 4 gives the variation of nt/nt, Wt/If and Qt/ntW with t/t" for the case of 
constant mass rate of propellant consumption. 

Now consider the case of constant load factor burning. Again the general ex
pression for load factor is 

ngs 

which may be rearranged to read 

n 
I 

I dm 
Let % =_2. then 

Mo dt 

t 1 dmp 
I . IC; J -- dt 

o Mo dt 

k 

k. a constant. 

t 
1 - c J % dt 

o 

t 
and let y = J % dt, then from Eq. (17) 

o 

k dt = dy 
I-EY , 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 
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(19) 

(20) 

and since Mt = Mo -etap • the ratio of the instantaneous gross weight Wt to the initial 
gross weight, W, may be written as 

~ '" expo -En t 
W I 

(21) 

The applied load ~s again given by Eq. (14) as 

Fig. 5 gives the variation of ntln" W/W and QtlnfW with tlt& for the case of constant 
load factor. 

Since Eq. (9) states that the weight of t.hE primary structure is a linear function 
of the applied load, the weight of primary structure W t Lncreases as the applied load 
increases, and since the initial gross weight W of the stage increases as the weight 
of the primary structure increases, it is ohvious from a comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 
that the condition of constant mass rate of propellant. consumption is the most effici
enti that is, this condition will correspond to a stage of the least gross weight. 

Now consider the problem of selecting the proper maximum load factor for a par
ticular stage of a multi-staged satellite rocket. The optimum value of n for a given 
stage of the satellite rocket will depend principally upon the relative importance of 
the variations of two parameters with n, namely v (propellant weight to gross weight 
ratio) and WBIW (basic weight to gross weight ratio). In the initial stage both v 
and WBIW are very sensitive to small changes in n, v decreasing rapidly with nand 
WBIW increasing rapidly with n. For intermediate stages, however, the variation of 
both v and WBIW has been found to be less than the corresponding variation in the 
initial stage. Furthermore the decrease in v with increasing n is much less signifi
cant than the corresponding increase of WBIW with increases in n. This indicates 
that the optimum value of n for the intermediate stage will be less than the optimum 
value of n for the initial stage. This follows from the fact that the optimum value 
of n (that value of n corresponding to the least gross weight of the stage) will be 
that at which the sum of the propellant weight to gross weight ratio v, and the basic 
weight to gross weight ratio WBIW is a minimum. From a consideration of the weight 
of tbe structure required to carry the applied load, the reasoning applied to the 
intermediate stages would also apply to the final stage. However, it has been found 
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that the weight of the final stage is influenced more by minimum gage considerations 
than it is by the applied load factor. Hence the load factor applied to the final 
stage could easily be greater than that applied to the initial and intermediate stages. 

Since the intermediate stages of the satellite rocket must be designed to resist 
the maximum load factor applied by the initial stage, it is impractical, of course, 
to program the acceleration of the satellite rocket in such a manner that both the 
initial and intermediate stages operate at their respective optimum load factors. It 
would be possible though to operate the final stage at its optimum load factor. 
However. the variation of v with load factor in the final stage is much less signifi. 
cant than it is in the initial or intermediate stages. Therefore, for the purpose 
of simplicity, the final stage. the intermediate stages, and the initial stage have 
all been designed to operate at the same maximum axial load factor. Fig. 6 gives a 
schematic representation of the optimum and design axial load factors for a three 
stage satellite rocket. 
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FIG. 6 

It may be seen from an examination of Fig. 6 that the design acceleration pro
gram for the satellite rocket as a whole must be a compromise between the higher 
values of n desired for stages I and III and the lower value of n desired for stage 
II. The variation of gross weight with axial load factor n is given in Fig. 7 for 
two three stage satellite rockets having different propellant systems and different 
orbital altitudes. This figure indicates that the optimum axial load factor {that 
corresponding to the least gross weight} for a three stage hydrazine.fluorine satellite 
rocket having an orbital altitude of 300 miles and a final stage payload WL , of 700 
pounds is about 5.0. Also the optimum axial load factor for a three stage hydrazine· 
oxygen satellite rocket having an orbital altitude of 350 miles and a final stage 
payload WL, of 1080 pounds is shown by Fig. 7 to be approximately 4.5. It is inter
esting to note that these accelerations are well within the limit which a man can 
withstand. and are also about 20% lower than the value of 6.5 given in ref. 1. 
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Fig. 8 shows that the basic weight to gross weight ratio is a linear function of 
axial load factor, the basic weight to gross weight ratio increasing as the axial 
load factor increases. 

6. Body Shape Parameters 
It was pointed out in the introductory remarks that previous investigations l 

have indicated that the gross weight of the satellite rocket is greatly influenced by 
its shape. Aerodynamic considerations dictate the shape of the satellite rocket body 
to be long and slender, thereby minimizing the aerodynamic drag. Structural con
siderations. however. require that the satellite rocket body should be short and fat. 
thereby reducing the structural load due to inertia {volumetric} forces which for a 
constant volume increase as the length of the body increases. When two or more 
conflicting sets of requirements occur in the same problem, there exists a single 
particular combination of these requirements which will represent the optimum con
dition. The optimum condition in this case is that corresponding to the satellite 
rocket of the least gross weight, and the purpose of this investigation is to find 
the satellite rocket configuration which will result in the least gross weight. In an 
earlier investigation of this problem16 an approximation of the variation of the 
gross weight of the satellite rocket with two simplified shape parameters was deter
mined. The shape parameters used in that study were ¢, the half angle subtended at 
the nose of the satellite rocket by lines drawn to the extremeties of its maximum 
diameter, and 4lto. the ratio of the length of this section between the nose and the 
maximum diameter to the overall length. A later, more precise, determination of 
the effect of aerodynamic drag on the propellant weight to gross weight ratio~ indi
cated that the simplified shape parameters would be more convenient to use if they 
were expressed as dlJo' the ratio of the maximum satellite. rocket diameter to the 
overall length. and £140 the ratio of the length of the section between the nose and 
the maximum diameter to t.he overall length of the satellite rocket body> Fig. 9 illustrates 
the simplified shape parameters used in the current study to approximate the best 
shape of the satellite rocket body at supersonic speeds. The final shape of the 
satellite rocket will of course represent a compromise between the most desirable 
shapes at supersonic and subsonic speeds, and can only be determined by a development 
program. It is felt. however, that the final shape will not differ greatly from that 
defined by this simplified study. In general. the shape of the satellite rocket body 
may be stated to be roughly that of a right circular cone increasing to some maximum 
diameter, and then decreasing in diameter to a value at the aft end such that the 
base drag will be a minimum. 

Fig. 10 gives the variation of the gross weight of the three stage hydrazine
oxygen satellite rocket with the parameter dll o' the ratio of the maximum diameter 
to the overall length for various values of Lito' the ratio of the length of the 
section between the nose and the maximum diameter to the overall length. 

To isolate the effect of the ratios dlJo and J/to on the gross weight. the 
variation of gross weight with LILo for the optimum combination of dlto and 1110 is 
given in Fig. II, and the variation of gross weight withL/Jo for the optimum com
bination of d/~o and ~/io is given in Fig. 12. From an examination of these two 
figures it may be seen that within the range of variables investigated the gross 
weight will generally decrease for increasing values of both d/Lo and flio' Also, 
for the range of the variables investigated, Figs. 11 and 12 indicate the best value 
of d/.Lo to be about .20 and the best value of 1./10 to be aboHt .80. Since the value 
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J/-to = .80 is the upper limit of the range of investigation of this variable, the 
implication exists that perhaps higher values of the ratioJ/io may yield lower gross 
weights. It should be pointed out, however, that the aerodynamic effect of the angle 
of convergency, 'JJII, on the ratio ,11£0 has not been specifically included in this 
study. This angle cannot be made arbitrarily large, but is limited to a value such 
~hat the flow past the vehicle body will not separate from the vehicle body in the 
convergent section. This in turn limits the maximum value that tlLo may assume, and 
it is believed at this time to be about .80. For this reason a reasonable value of 
JVJ?o has been assumed in the design study appearing in A later section of this report. 

Fig. 13 gives the relation between lito and dlLo which will yield a satellite 
rocket of minimum gross weight. 

From this curve, for given 
values of either dli , or Lit, 
a corresponding value

o 
of 1 II ~r 

dli may be selected. ., ., 

The selected value of either 
dl i or' I f then represents " ., the optimum combination of these 
two variables for the given 
condition, and the combination 
of dl"l and £1 t de te rmined in 

o ° this manner will yield a satel-
lite rocket of the least gross 
weight for the imposed condition. 

Fig. 14 gives the variation 
of the basic weight to gross 
weight ratio with dl)! and d/~ ., ., 
for the three stage hydrazine-
oxygen rocket. Here it can be 
seen that the basic weight to 
gross weight ratio in general 
decreases with increasing value 
of both dl.{ and,ll.t. It can he ° ... 
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seen, hONever, that this does not hold true when the value tli approaches 7CfY" to 80%. for 
smaller values of dl La' that is below about 19.5%, the. basic ':eight ratio continues to de
crease with increasing values of both ill and dlt ; however, above dlt '\t 19.5% it may be 

000 

seen from Fig. 14 that Lit of. 80 gives higher values of the basic weight to gross weight ., 
ratio than does.ll f = .70. 

° 
Again. to isolate the effect of the ratios ~/),o and dlLo. the variations of the 

basic weight to the minimum gross weight ratio with dllo is given in Fig. 15 and the 
variation of the basic weight to the minimum gross weight ratio with lito is given in 
Fig. 16. From Fig. 15 it can be seen that as the ratio dllo increases, the basic 
weight. to minimum gross weight ratio decreases. although at a decreasing rate. Fig. 
16 shows that as the ratio/lio increases, the basic weight to minimum gross weight 
ratio generally decreases. however, only very small gains can be made by increasing 
the ratio ~/ito above .70. 
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7. Rocket Motor Combustion Pressure 

Studies of the characteristics of several liquid propellant systems2 for the 
satellite rocket indicate that significant gains in specific impulse can be realized, 
while not exceeding reasonable temperature limits, if increased rocket motor combus
tion pressures are utilized. Since ~he propellant weight to gross weight ratio v is 
a function of the specific impulse3 (higher specific impulses I yield lower values 
of v) it follows that some gains in the satellite rocket gross weight may be realized 
by going to higher combustion pressures. This follows directly from the general 
gross weight equation 

W 
a'p. 

W 
(l 

arB 
-) 

W 

~here W is the gross weight of the satellite rocket, WL, is the weight of the payload 
In the final stage, !Wp./Wis the ratio of the total propellant and fuel weight to 
gross weight, and a'B/W is the ratio of the basic weight to gross weight. 

Since a' ./W is a function of v. any reduction in v which did not affect LWB/W 
~dversely would result in a reduction of gross weight. The ratio of basic weight to 
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gross weight Irs/f, however, is a function of two variables in this case which tend 
to oppose one another. Neglecting small terms, the weight of the primary structure 
is given by an equation of the form 

(eq. [3]) 

where 1fT is the weight of the primary structure, Ifp is the weight of the propellants, 
n is the applied axial load factor, tT is the length of the propellant tank and TT is 
the radius of the propellant tank. Since Ifp is a linear function of V it follows 
that for smaller values of V, 1fT will be smaller. The weight of the thrust producing 
equipment. however, is given by an equation of the form 

(22) 

where If A is the weight of the thrust produc ing equipment, I is the speci fic impulse, 
P is the propellant pump discharge pressure, Wp is the weight of propellants, and tb 
is the duration of the burning period. Since the propellant pump discharge pressure 
is a function of the combustion pressure Pc' higher values of the combustion pressure 
give higher propellant pump discharge pressures. The reduction in the propellant 
weight Wp ' due to an increase in the specific impulse I, by increasing combustion 
pressure may be more than offset by the increase in the weight of the thrust producing 
equipment If .... , due to an increased propellant pump discharge pressure. Since the basic 
weight WB 1S a function of the sum of the primary structur& weight and the weight of 
the thrust producing equipment, it is clear that the ratio LWB/W is not independent 
of the combustion pressure. It is difficult to predict the effect of increasing the 
combustion pressure on the basic weight to gross weight ratio, since the effect de
pends upon the relative magnitude of the increase in specific impulse realized due 
to a corresponding increase in combustion pressure. 

Figs. 17 and 18 give the results of an investigation of the effect of varying 
the combustion pressure on the gross weight and the basic weight to gross weight ratio 
for a three stage hydrazine-oxygen satellite rocket. It may be seen from a study of 
Fig. 17 that optimum combustion pressures (those corresponding to the minimum satel
lite rocket gross weight) for the three stage hydrazine-oxygen satellite rocket are a 
comparatively low combustion pressure, ISO psi, in the second and third stages, 
and a comparatively hi~h combustion pressure, 600 psi. in the initial stage. Fig. 
18 indicates that the basic weight to gross weight ratio generally tends to increase 
as the combustion pressure increases, for the range of values investigated. It 
appears, however, that the rate of increase of the basic weight to gross weight ratio 
diminishes as the combustion pressure increases. 

This would indicate that the decreasing propellant weight to gross weight rat.io 
v, due to higher combustion pressure, has an increasingly greater effect on the basic 
weight to gross weight ratioltB/W, than does the increase in specific impulse and 
propellant pump discharge pressure as the combustion pressure increases. 

Significant gains in the reduction of gross weight can be realized by utilizing 
the proper combustion pressure in each stage. In the light of this information per
haps a more desirable propellant, from the standpoint of danger to operating personnel. 
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than the hydrazine-fluorine combination could be utilized for the proposed satellite 
rocket without increasing the gross weight beyond reasonable limits. 

For this reason the effect of varying the combustion pressure on a satellite 
rocket employing three different propellant systems was investigated. Figs. 19 and 
20 present the results of this investigation, Fig. 19 giving the variation of gross 
weight with combustion pressure for a three stage satellite rocket employing, first,a 
hydrazine-fluorine propellant system in all three stages, second, a hydrazine-oxygen 
propellant system in the first stage and hydrazine-fluorine in the latter two stages, 
and third, a hydrazine-oxygen propellant system in all three stages. Fig. 20 gives 
the variation of the basic weight to gross weight ratio with gross weight for the 
above conditions. Fig. 19 indicates that the use of a hydrazine-oxygen system in 
all three stages in preference to a hydrazine-fluorine system will increase the gross 
weight of the satellite rocket by about 30%. However, it is felt that the degree by 
which the operational hazards would be reduced by the use of oxygen in preference to 
fluorine as an oxidizer more than offset this increase in gross weight. 

8. Protection Against Meteorite Collision 

The importance of resolving the problem of the necessity of protecting the satel
lite rocket against possible damage due to meteorite collision is at once apparent 
when it is considered that the weight of the armor required may substantially alter 
the performance of the satellite rocket. The problem may be considered to consist of 
three parts: first, a study of the probability of a collision between the satellite 
rocket and a meteorite of a given magnitude; second, an investigation of the size and 
velocities of meteorites as a function of meteorite magnitude; and third, a study of 
the mechanism of penetration of metal plates by high speed particles. 

28 

a. Probability of Satellite Rocket-Meteorite Collision 

For the purpose of investigating the probability of a satellite roc~et
meteorite collision, the path followed by the satellite rocket may be considered 
to consist of two parts. The first portion of the path is the ascending tra
jectory from the surface of the earth to the point where the satellite rocket 
enters its orbit about the earth. The second portion of the path is the orbit 
itself. The duration of the ascending trajectory is sufficiently short, 15 
minutes .or less:!, to reduce the probability of a collision during this period to 
a negligible value. The satellite rocket, however, in order to accomplish its 
function must remain in its orbit about the earth for at least several days. 
Here the probability of a satellite rocket-meteorite collision may assume con
siderable importance. The probability which best represents the critical condi
tion for the case of a satellite rocket-meteorite collision is that which gives 
the chance of the eVent occurring at least once in the given time interval. 
Furthermore, it is of greater interest to know the probability of a collision 
with a meteorite of a given sile or larger than to restrict the event to a 
collision with a meteorite of a single given magnitude. 

The probability Pr that an event will occur exactly r times in n independent 
trials is expressed by the Binomial Law6 

n! (p)r (1 _ p)n-r, 
-r~I;""",:('-n-_-rT)'f 

(23) 
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where p is the probability of the occurrence of the event in a single trial. 
This expression, while exact, is cumbersome to use since. in the cases under 
consideration, it involves the factorials of very large numbers. 

When r is small compared to n, a good approximation to the Binomial Law is 
~iven by the Poisson formula6 

p = (npy e-np(24) 
r r' , 

where Pr is the probability that the event will occur exactly r times in n in
dependent trials, and P is the probability of the event occurring in a single 
trial. 

FrOlll Eq. (24). the probability Po that the event will fail to occur (r = 0) ~s 

Po = e- np • (25) 

Therefore, letting ~1 denote the probability of the event' occurring at least 
once we have 

1 PO' or 

~1 = 1 - e- np • (26) 

It is assumed that the meteorites entering the earth's atmosphere will have 
a random distribution over the surface of the earth's atmospheric shell and also 
a random distribution as regards their occurrence with time. It is also assumed 
that the meteorites travel through the atmosphere along the earth's radius vector 
and that the satellite rocket planform area is normal to the earth's radius 
vector. 

If SM represents the total number of meteorites from visual magnitude -3 up 
to and including magnitude M entering the earth's atmosphere in a 24 hour period, 
Ab represents the planform area of the satellite rocket payload compartment, Ae 
represents the surface area of the earth's atmospheric shell at a given altitude 
and T represents the time interval in hours for which the probability is desired, 
then (ref. 1) 

(27) 

Therefore from Eq. (25) 

P>l = 1 - e {281 

It should be noted that this probability does not exclude the possibility of the 
satellite rocket-meteorite collision occurring more than once in the given time 
interval T. in fact it specifically allows for th~ occurrence of more than one 
collision. Further, in interpreting the results of the application of Eq. (28), 
a probability of 1 means that the event is certain to occur, while a probability 
of 0 means that the event is certain not to occur. Table 3 gives the probability 
of a collision between the satellite rocket and a meteorite of a given magnitude 
or lar~er occurring at least once for various time intervals for a typical sat-
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ellite rocket traversing an orbit 300 miles above the surface of the earth. The 
values used for 8M are given in Table 4 which is based essentially on observed 
meteors at heights of the order of 100 miles. Although it is recognized that 
these numbers would be slightly larger at higher altitudes (about 10% at 300 
miles), they are undoubtedly in error by an amount greater than this, and there
fore have been used as they stand. 

Table 3 

Pl\OOABILITY OF AT LEAST mE COLLlSI(l'( UE'IWEEN THE SATELLITE ROCICET PAYLOAD CatPARTMENT 

AND A METE(JUTE OF MAGNInJDE M (J\ LARGER IN TIlE TIME T AT 300 MILES ALTI11DE 

Probability of at least one collision 
Visual Number of 

Magnitude ~teorites T" 120 firs T" 240 firs T = 480 Hrs T " 720 Hrs 

M 8M ~1 P~l P?:.1 P~1 

5 7.47 X 101 1.0 X 10- 6 2.0 X 10. 6 4.0 X 10- 6 

6 1.88 X 10 8 2.0 X 10- 6 3.0 X 10- 6 7.0 X 10. 6 1.1 X 10-5 

7 4.72 X 10 8 4.0 X 10. 6 9.0 X 10- 6 1.8 X 10-5 2.7 X 10- 5 

8 1.18 X 10 9 1.1 X 10-5 2.2 X 10-5 4.5 X 10- 5 6.7 X 10- 5 

9 2.98 X 10 9 2.8 X 10-5 5.6 X 10-5 1.0 X 10.4 2.0 x 10-4 

10 7.47 X 10 9 7.1 X 10- 5 1.0 X 10- 4 3.0 X 10.3 4.0 X 10.4 

12 4.72 x 10 10 4.5 X 10- 4 1.0 X 10- 3 1.798 X 10- 3 2.697 X 10- 3 

15 7.47 x 1011 7.075 x 10- 3 1. 41 X 10- 2 2.7902 X 10.2 4.161 X 10. 2 

20 7.47 X 10 13 5.0747 X 10- 1 7.5739 X 10- 1 9.50213 X 10- 1 9.81684 X 10- 1 

25 7.47 x 10 15 9.99999 x 10 -1 9.99999 X 10. 1 9.99999 x 10- 1 9.99999 x 10- 1 

P~1 = 1 • e 

Where: 

P~l = Probability of at least one collision in the time T. 
8M = Total number of meteorites from visual magnitude . 3 up to and including 

magnitude M entering the earth's atmosphere in a 24 hour period. 

AI> Planform area of the satellite rocket payload compartment = n.s square feet. 

Ae Surface area of earth's atmospheric shell at 300 miles 60.6 x 1014 square 
feet. 

T "Time interval In hours. 

b. Size and Velocities of ~teorites 

The visual magnitude of a meteorite is given in terms of a scale where 
nwnerically large magnitudes represent faint bodies. Furthermore, two meteorites 
which differ by five magnitudes have a hWldred-fold difference· in brightness and, 
since the brightness is directly proportional to the mass, have a hundred-fold 
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difference in mass. The number, size and mass of meteorites entering the earth's 
atmosphere each 24 hours is given in Table 4 which is from a table given by 
Watson, ref. 6, page 115. 

Leonard? gives the speed of a meteorite encountering the earth head-on as 
47.4 miles/second, while a meteorite overtaking the earth will catch up at a 
speed of 8.2 miles/second. The amount the meteorite will decelerate in travers
ing the earth's atmosphere from its outer limit to an altitude at which it is 
likely to encounter a satellite rocket has been shown to be negligible. Watson. 
ref. 6, page 104, states that this deceleration is small and in general a bit 
less than the amount by which the earth's attraction has speeded up the meteorite. 
Furthermore, Whipple· states that at all magnitudes brighter than the 20th the 
deceleration above 100 miles is negligible and should by all means he neglected 
in calculating the effects of' meteorites upon a satellite rocket. 

Table" 

'mE NUMBER, MASS, AND SIZE OF METEMITES ENTERING 'mE ATMOSPHERE EACH DAY 
(Based on Watson) 

Diameter of 
True Weight Equivalent 

Visual (bserved Number Mass Ibs Sphere, ft· 
Magnitude Number N Grams 1/1 d 

-3 28,000 28,000 4.0 8.72 x 10 -3 .427 X 10- 1 

-2 71,000 71,000 1.6 3,53 x 10- 3 .317 x 10 -1 

-1 180,000 180,000 .630 1. 39 x 10- 3 .232 x 10 -1 

0 450,000 450,000 .250 5.51 x 10- 4 ,1705 X 10- 1 

1 1,100,000 1,100,000 .100 2.20 x 10 -4 1. 257 X 10- 2 

2 2,800,000 2,800,000 .040 8.72 x 10-~ .922 x 10 -3 

3 6,400,000 7,100,000 .016 3.53 x 10- 11 .683 X 10- 2 

4 9,000,000 18,000,000 .0063 1.39 x 10-~ .500 X 10-2 

5 3,600,000 45,000,000 .0025 5.51 x 10- 6 .367 X 10-2 

6 110 x 10 6 .0010 2.20 x 10- 6 .2705 X 10-2 

7 280 X 10 6 .00040 8.72 x 10- 7 .1986 X 10-2 

8 HOx 10 6 .00016 3.53 x 10- 7 1.471 X 10- 3 

9 18 X 10 8 .000063 1.39 x 10 -? 1.078 X 10- 3 

10 45 X 10 8 .000025 5.51 x 10-8 .793 x 10 -3 

15 45 x 1010 2.5 X 10-? 5.51 x 10 -10 1. 705 X 10-4 

20 45 X 1012 2.5 X 10- 9 5.51 X 10- 12 .367 x 10-4 

25 45 x IOU 2.5 X 10-11 5.51 X 10- 14 .793 X 10-5 

30 45 X 10 16 2.5 x 10 -1:1 5.51 X 10- 16 1.105 X 10- 8 

1bs = gra~s x 2.205 x 10- 3 

*Based on a specific gravity of 3.4. 
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c. Penetration of Metal Plates by High Speed Particles 

Assuming normal impact, a high speed particle striking a solid medium will 
either be stopped by the wall or pass through the wall and emerge with a reduced 
velocity due to the resistance offered by the wall to the penetration of the 
particle. Two hypotheses have been presented for the penetration of metal plates 
by very small but high speed particles. The first hypothesis, that given by 
Grirnminger1

, assumes that the particle will penetrate the plate as though the 
plate were perfectly deformable like a fluid, and will be referred to in this 
report as the non-shattering impact method. The second hypothesis, that given 
by Whipple 8

• assumes that the shock wave set up by a fast moving particle enter
ing a solid medium may be represented by a right circular cone having a total 
apex angle of 60°, and that the total energy of the particle is used either to 
fuse or to vaporize the material included in this cone. This method of approach 
to the problem will be referred to in this report as the shattering impact method. 

The penetration equation as given by Grimminger for non-shattering impact 
applies only to aluminum, and is based on a drag coefficient for the particle of 
2/3. It was later found that the drag coefficient should more properly be 1.09

• 

A correction to Grimminger's equation for a drag coefficient of I and for an 
18-8 type stainless steel yields 

T 
.578 + .646 Ig ~ 

e 1.52 
(29) 

where T represents the penetration distance in centimeters. d represents the 
diameter of the particle in centimeters and, V. represents the velocity of the 
particle before impact in kilometers per second. 

The critical condition is represented by the case where the meteorite has 
its maximum velocity with respect to the satellite rocket, that is,V

II 
= 76.3 

km/sec (47.4 miles/sec). Therefore for the critical condition the expression 
for non-shattering impact reduces to 

T = 4.60 d • (30) 

The penetration formula as given by Whipple 8 for the case of shattering 
impact is 

T (.l.L\ 1/3 E 1/3 , 

1TP{j II 

(31) 

where T is the penetration distance in centimeters, p is the plate density in 
.:rams/cubic centimeter, , is the heat required to melt or vaporize the plate 
material in ergs per gram, and E is the total kinetic energy of the meteorite 
in ergs. For an 18-8 type stainl:ss steel plate Eq. (31) reduces, for melting, to 

T = 3.43 X 10- 3 E 1/3 
II ' 

(32 ) 

and. for vaporlZlng, to 
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(33) 

Table 5 gives the penetration distance of meteorites from magnitude -3 to 
magnitude 30 in an 18-8 type stainless steel plate according to both the shatter
ing impact and the non-shattering impact hypotheses. 

It is felt that a plate of sufficient thickness to give 1 chance in 200 of 
a penetration in 5 days will adequately protect the contents of the satellite 
rocket payload compartment against possible damage due to meteorite collision. 
Fig. 21 gives the variation of the probability of at least one satellite rocket 
meteorite collision with a meteorite of a given magnitude or larger as well as 
the variation of the' standard' penetration in centimeters of a meteorite striking 
a stainless steel plate. as a function of meteorite magnitude. The 'standard' 
penetration curve represents the mean penetration as given by the shattering 
impact. and the non-shattering impact methods for the critical conditions. From 
an examination of Fig. 21 it is apparent that the previously selected minimum 
gage of .020 inches gives adequate protection against possible damage to the 
contents of the payload compartment due to satellite rocket-meteorite collisions • 
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9. Propellant Distribution System 

It has been frequently assumed that a gas pressurized propellant distribution 
system is the most economical from a weight standpoint for small rockets using liquid 
propellants, while for larger rockets a turbine-pump arrangement is the best. It was 
originally assumed that the satellite rocket would fall in 'the latter class. thiS 
assumption was later verified10 by a study of the comparative weights of the two 
systems for a typical three stage satellite rocket. Furthermore. it is also shown in 
this study that a fully pump fed system would weigh less than a partially gas fed 
system. 

Table 6 

PROPELLANT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM WEIGHT 

Stage Gross Wt Propellant Distribution System Wt Ratio 

Pressurized Pump Fed Pump Fed 
.. I"ressurizeo 

III 4615 171 150 .875 
II 18,630 682 370 .54 
I 86,420 6910 1831 .265 

From Table 6, which gives the results of this study. it is clearly indicated that as 
the gross weight increases the weight advantage of the pump fed propellant delivery 
system as compared to the gas pressurized system becomes increasingly significant. 
Also, that even for the smallest stage of the satellite rocket the use of a pump fed 
propellant delivery system in preference to the gas fed system results in a 12.5% 
saving in the weight of this item. 

10. Body Shell Material 

A study of the skin temperature likely to be realized during the ascending tra
jectory of the satellite rocket4 indicates that a peak temperature of about 1500°F 
will be realized. 

Since this temperature is well above the melting point of aluminum and its alloys. 
the USe of such materials for the outer shell of the satellite rocket is eliminated. 

Fortunately the duration of temperatures of this order will be very short; more~ 
over the period during which thrust load is applied to the structure will be approxi
mately 15 minutes or less. 

In view of these conditions a stabilized 18-8 type stainless steel sheet in the 
1/2 hard condition has been selected as a possible material for the shell of the sat
ellite rocket. This selection was made since the mechanical properties of this 
austenitic steel will not vary significantly with the values of temperature and time 
interval at that temperature which may be realized in the satellite rocket. 

Data on the short-time, high-tenlperature mechanical properties of sheet materials 
which may be suitable for the satellite rocket shell are particularly meager and 
further investigations in this field will perhaps disclose other materials better 
adapted to the particular conditions for which the satellite rocket shell must be 
designed. 
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n. Primary Structure 

Two fundamentally different configurations have been investigated as possible 
structural types which may be employed in the design of the satellite rocket. The 
first type consists of a thin unstiffened shell and employs the use of internal pres
sure to maintain structural stability. The second type consists of a grid framework 
covered by a thin skin, designed in accordance with present airframe practice. 

For the purpose of evaluating the relative merits of the two types of construct
ion, studies were undertaken to develop two satellite rockets which differed only in 
the type of primary structure used in the initial stage. The work on the pressurized 
satellite rocket was done at the Contractor's EI Segundo plant and is included as 
Appendix III of this report. . 

The weight of the equivalent 'conventional' satellite rocket was estimated from 
methods similar to those developed in Appendix I. 

WT 
If M 
W N 

~ 
If B 

Wp. 

Wt • 
= 
W 

We/f 

Table 7 

STAGE I WEIGIIT BREAKDOWN OF A • PRESSURIZED' AND A 

. CONVENTIONAL' SATELLITE ROCKET 

Items 'Pressurized' 'Conventional' 

Primary Structure 1015 Iba 2350 Ibs 

Miscellaneous Structure 720 865 

Thrust Producing Equipment 1263 1500 

Surfaces & Controls 1016 1260 -- --
Basic Weight 4014 5975 

Propellants & Fuels 37,435 45,000 

Payload 6540 6540 
= ---

Gross Weight 47.989 57,515 

Basic weight to gross weight ratio .0836 .104 

As may be seen from Table 7, which presents the results of these two studies, 
the use of the • pressurized' type structure in this case would seem to result in a 
20% reduction in the basic weight to gross weight ratio for 'the initial stage of a 
two stage satellite rocket. The • pressurized' study does not include, however, any 
allowance for the equipment necessary to maintain the required pressure in the sat
ellite rocket, or for the structure necessary to attach the stabilizing fins to the 
satellite rocket body, while these items or their equivalent are included in the 
• conventional' study. In view of these facts. the 'conventional' primary structure 
has been arbitrarily selected for the proposed satellite rocket in order to be con
servative. Further investigation will be necessary, however, before a final choice 
can be made. 
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I I I STRUCTURAL DESIGN STUDIES 

In order to integrate the results of the many investigations which have been 
made in the various fields of satellite rocket performance and design, a design study 
of a typical satellite rocket has been undertaken. Furthermore, this study provides 
a means for the consideration in greater detail of many of the manifold 'practical' 
problems encountered in the design of a satellite rocket which have up to this point 
been given only a general treatment, and also will serve as a verification of the 
methods used to estimate the gross weight of the satellite rocket, and as a check on 
some of the assumptions made in the development of this method. The design of the 
satellite rocket as presented at this time represents only the skeleton of a workable 
device as it exists at this early stage in its development and should by no means be 
taken to represent the best possible configuration for the chosen conditions. 

1. General Design Conditions 

This design study is for a satellite rocket employing the optimum values of the 
various design parameters as found in previous sections of this report and is sum
marized briefly below. 

The satellite rocket will utilize a hydrazine-liquid oxygen propellant system in 
all stages, will have an orbital altitude of 350 miles, will have a primary structure 
designed in accordance with present airframe practice, will employ a pump fed propel
lant delivery system in all stages, and the propellants will be consumed at a constant 
mass rate in all stages. 

The payload has been arbitrarily established at 500 pounds. This item, along 
with an allowance of 180 pounds for auto pilots and 400 pounds for the orbital elect
ric power plant places the weight of fixed equipment, WL" in the final stage at 
1080 pounds. 

The nwnher of stages for the above conditions which will give a satellite rocket 
of the least gross weight is found from Fig. 2 to be four. However, since there is 
only a 2% increase in gross weight by using a three stage satellite rocket, this 
number of stages has been selected as representing the optimum condition since the 
gain in reliability of operation of a three stage satellite rocket over a four stage 
rocket should more than offset the small increase in gross weight. 

The optimum value of the maximum axial load factor for the proposed satellite 
rocket is indicated by Fig. 7 to be about 4.5. This information was not available 
at the time the selection was made and a value of n = 5.0 has been used for the design 
study. It is felt, however, that this will not appreciably affect the results of 
this study. 

Fig. 17 and Fig. 19 show that the combustion pressure employed in the latter two 
stages should be relatively low, while the combustion pressure used in the initial 
stage should be comparatively high. A combustion pressure of 150 psi has been select
ed for the third stage. Due primarily to space limitations imposed on the rocket 
motors, a combustion pressure of 300 psi has been selected for the second stage. 
Fig. 19 indicates that the combustion pressure of the initial stage should be about 
600 psi; however, this information was not available at the time the selection was 
made, and a value of 400 psi was chosen for the first stage. 
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The ratio of maximum body diameter to overall length dlJro of about .20 has been 
selected as Fig. 10 shows this to be the' optimum condition, while the ratio of the 
distance from the nose to the point of maximum diameter to the overall length llio 
has been established as .·65 on the basis of the earlier study to maintain a reasonable 
angle of convergency for the satellite rocket body. Later studies on the satellite 
rocket body shape have indicated that a higher value of the ratio illo may yield a 
lower gross weight, however,this information was not available at the time the select
~on was made. 

2. General Arrangement of the Satellite Rocket 

The external configuration of the satellite rocket is shown in Fig. 22, and the 
general arrangement is given in Drawing No. RRL-4 which is included as Appendix V 
of this report. The shape is that of a typical projectile having a pointed nose and 
a contoured shell which increases to a maximum diameter at 65% of the overall length 
and then decreases to a diameter at the base which is compatible with the space 
requirements of the rocket motors of stage 1. Four stabilizing fins are attached 
to the after body in a cruciate array. The overall length of the satellite rocket 
body is 565 inches while its maximum diameter is 123 inches. To facilitate assembly 
in the field, transportation from the factory to the launching site, and handling 
in the factory, the satellite rocket is made up of a number of subassemblies as 
illustrated in Fig. 23. These subassemblies are a payload compartment, a tank com
partment for each stage, a rocket motor support structure for each stage, and the 
initial stage stabilizing group. 

a. Payload Compartment 

The payload compartment constitutes the nose section of the satellite rocket 
and is in the shape of a right circular cone. It has a ,volume of 35 cubic feet 
and houses 500 pounds of instrumentation and communication equipment WL and 180 
pounds of control equipment, that is, automatic pilots WI' The skin of the 
payload compartment is made of .020 inch thick stabilized 18-8 type stainless 
steel sheet to protect the contents against possible damage due to meteorite 
collision. 

b. Tank Compartment 

The tank compartment for a given stage houses the propellant tanks for that 
stage and has the external shape of a truncated right circular cone. Further
more, the mechanism required for the separation of stages during flight is 
located in the forward portion of the tank compartment. 

The external shell of the tank compartments for the various stages forms 
the principal load carrying structure for that portion of the satellite rocket, 
and is made of a stabilized 18-8 stainless steel skin over a grid of longitudinal 
and transverse stiffeners of the same material. 

The hydrazine {anhydrous} tank is made of a suitable aluminum alloy, while 
the liquid oxygen tank is made of stainless steel. 

c. Rocket Motor Support Structure 

The supporting structure for the rocket motors and associated equipment in 
each stage is made of a tubular steel framework terminating at the forward end 
in a thrust ring which attaches to the aft end of the given stages' tank com-
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partment. The tubular framework carries the load due to the rocket motor thrust 
for that stage, while the thrust ring distributes this load uniformly to the 
shell of the tank compartment to which it attaches. 

d. Stabilizing Group 

The initial stage stabilizing group is made up of a shell structure in the 
form of a truncated cone, and four stabilizing fins which attach to the after 
portion of this shell structure. The shell structure attaches at its forward 
end to the aft end of the first stage tank compartment, forms a covering for the 
first stage rocket motor support structure, and has a diameter at the aft end 
which is compatible with the space requirements of the rocket motors. Further
more, this shell supports the weight of the entire satellite rocket. when it is 
erected on the launching platform, 

f. Propellant Delivery System 

The propellant delivery system for each stage is similar to that of the A-4 
and consists of dual turbine driven pumps which deliver the fuel and the oxidizer 
from their respective tanks to the rocket motor through the necessary control 
and regulating valves. The turbine is driven by hot gases which are generated 
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from the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide under the action of a suitable 
catalyst. The hydrogen peroxide is delivered to its reaction chamber from the 
storage tank by helium gas under high pressure. The plumbing connecting the 
various units is provided with expansion joints at suitable points to prevent 
breakage of the lines. 

g. Rocket Motors 

The rocket motors lO conform generally to present conventional design prac
tice for regeneratively cooled liquid propellant motors, except that there is a 
sharp change in contour between the convergent and divergent sections of the 
nozzle in contrast to the usual smooth transition. 

h. Controls and Stabilizing Surfaces 

Suitable devices are provided to adequately control the attitude and thrust 
of each stage of the satellite rocket. 

Thrust control is provided by establishing a constant rate of propellant 
flow to the rocket motors. Attitude control on the ascending trajectory is 
provided by four movable control motors mounted symmetrically about the central 
fixed rocket motor. By means of this device an improvement in rocket motor 
performance is realized over the case where jet vanes are used. This increased 
performance is primarily due to the absence of jet vane drag, and further, the 
erosion problems encountered when jet vanes are used are avoided. Yaw and pitch 
control are achieved by a symnetrical deflection of the proper pair of control 
motors, while roll control is obtained by the differential deflection of the 
control motors in pairs. 

Orbital attitude control is achieved by means of three flywheels mounted on 
mutually perpendicular axes. Through changing the angular momentum of these 
flywheels in the proper combination the desired attitude may be maintained. 

The control devices in all stages and the orbital controls are directed by 
a single regulating unit located in the payload compartment. This unit consists 
of essentially two parts: first, an automatic pilot providing trajectory control 
intelligence and the second, an automatic pilot providing orbital control in
telligence. 

The first stage stabilizing surfaces are mounted on the after portion of 
the satellite rocket body. They are arranged in the form of a cross and each 
has the shape of a 4% thick, modified double wedge delta wing having an aspect 
ratio of 2.31. These fins are completely fixed and have no movable surfaces, 
since all the required attitude control is provided by the control motors. 

1. Auxiliary Power Sources 

Two additional power sources are provided to furnish the electric power 
required to operate the communications equipment, instrumentation, regulating 
and control devices, and the servo-system. The first supplies the necessary 
power during the ascending trajectory and may be either a battery in each stage 
or a small generator driven by the propellant delivery turbine. The second is 
located in the final stage and supplies the power required during the orbital 
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flight of the satellite rocket. 
separate report lO

• 

This latter device is fully discussed in a 

j. Stage Separation Device and Release Mechanism· 

From the structure of the satellite rocket, a three stage vehicle with a 
considerable portion of each succeeding stage fitting inside the preceding stage, 
as shown in Fig. 23, it is apparent that the stage separation device must ac
complish the following four requirements: 

1. Orient the stages relative to each other with respect to pitch and yaw 
axes. 

2. Absorb any tensile forces between stages imposed by aerodynamic or 
control forces manifested as a bending of the missile about its pitch 
or yaw axes. 

3. Positive release at time required. A time lag in the operation of one 
release mechanism would cause the release to be eccentric and the 
succeeding stages to be tilted. 

4. Cause stages to separate with a minimum of interference. 

This can be accomplished by a device such as is illustrated in Fig. 25. 
Four of these mechanisms, each complete with helium tank. solenoid valve. and 
pressure regulating and reducing valve are used for each of the stage separations. 
Each set of four is equally spaced on the periphery of the stage separation 
plane and at angles of 45° to the yaw and pitch axes, as shown in Fig. 24. 

Yow Axis 

"-...a-.J..--;::::::;:Jb;;;:::;:>-- Release Mechanisms 

FIG. 24 

As pointed out in requirement 3 above, to insure successful accomplishment 
of the stage separation, all of the actuating units must function simultaneously; 
or rather, if the operation of one or more of the units precedes or follows the 
operation of the remaining units the time lag involved must not exceed a certain 
permissible limit. Time has not allowed a complete consideration of this re
quirement in the device described below, which will, after further study, have 
to be modified to satisfy this condition. 

• The following diacuaaion of the atage aeparation deyice and releaae .echani •• 
is due to J. O. Crum. 
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The release mecnanism itself is mQunted in stage I for the separation of 
stage I and II.and in stage II for the separation of stages II and III. The 
connection between stages is solely by the action of the clamps A of the mechan
ism on the projecting lug D of the succeeding stage. In the no l~ad condition, 
the clamps A are held in position by a spring. 

The action of the mechanism is as follows (see Fig. 25). Consider only 
the separation of stages I and II and the action of one mechanism. The action 
of all of the other mechanisms is identical. 

At the end of burning of stage I the solenoid (1) controlling the release 
of helium from the high pressure tank (2) is activated and thus admits helium to 
the cylinder of the release mechanism through a pressure reducing valve. As t~e 
high pressure gas must reach each of the four cylinders simultaneously to pro
duce an axial separating force, the electric current supply for the four solenoids 
must be a common switch. As the piston (3) moves, the cams (4) on the piston 
rod engage the cams (5) on the clamps A to release the lugs D. After the accom
plishment of this the piston travels further until the piston rod engages the 
lug (8) and pushes the two stages apart during the remainder of its stroke. 
This action imparts a relative velocity to the two stages sufficient to produce 
a separation of 30 feet in the allotted time without exceeding the allowable 
stresses in either stage. 

Consider the separation of stages I and II, which is the first separation. 
If the satellite rocket can be made to fly at zero angle of attack relative to 
the air stream at the time of stage separation there will be no aerodynamic 
moment at separation to tilt stage II,although this is a condition of unstable 
equilibrium. Stage I is itself air stable. This separation occurs at an alti
tude of approximately 100,000 feet and at a velocity of approximately 6200 feet 
per second, hence the aerodynamic momen~ is a factor which must be considered 
as it has 1.22 seconds to act during which separation Dccurs and no control force 
is acting. This is particularly important as stage II is partially submerged in 
stage I. However, this effect becomes negligible at the separation of stages 
II and III which occurs at approximately 318,000 feet and 15,800 feet per second. 
This problem is discussed in a separate report4. 

The time necessary for the separation of stages is determined in the fol
lowing manner. 

Thrust of a lower stage just prior to stage separation is gIven by: 

(34) 

where 

T = thrust 

-1 = mass of the lower stage empty 
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DIAGRAM - SATELLITE ROCKET LOADS AT SEPARATION 

FIG. 26 

-2 = mass of higher stages, full 

g = acceleration of gravity 

x = acceleration of rocket along flight path 

o = angle of trajectory relative to the instantaneous horizontal, 

but the thrust of the lower stage is capable of accelerating the satellite rocket 
in this condition at a maximum of 58. 

Therefore 

5 = X + sinf) • (35) 

For this reason the force which can he applied to the lower stage during 
separation without causing structural failure is 

F = m2 g(sin8 + X) • (36) 
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where 

F = force exerted by stage separation mechanism. 

This force will by definition produce a 5g acceleration of the higher stage. 

The reaction will produce on the lower stage an acceleration ~g along the 
trajectory. 

F + sire g • (37) 

The relative acceleration between the lower stage and the higher stage will 
be 

(38) 

Due to the design of the separation mechanism this acceleration will act 
only during the first 8" of travel. 

The relative velocity between the lower stage and the higher stage at the 
end of acceleration is 

(39) 

where 

s = 8 inches. 

It has been arbitrarily assumed tnat the stages will be separated by 30 feet 
prior to the operation of the rocket motors in the upper stage. It is believed 
that at this distance an explosion of the fuel tanks of the lower stage due to 
the hot exhaust gases of the higher stage will not appreciably affect the motion 
of the higher stage. 

The time for the separation d 
the above relative velocity is 

30 ft to occur with the stages moving at 

d = v t 

t "'~. (40) 
v 

This is the time interval between the stopping of the thrust of the lower 
stage and the starting of the thrust of the higher. 

For the separation of stages I and II this timP. 1S 1.22 seconds. 

For the separation of stages II and III this time is 1.06 seconds. 
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3. Erection Procedure 

The rocket may be shipped in the form of major subassedllies, such as tank section 
and power plant section for each stage. Final assedlly can be made at the launching 
site, beginning with the stage 1 motor section and proceeding with erection in a ver
t ical position. 

4. Structural Design Criteria 

Some of the principal loads to which the primary structure of the satellite 
rocket is subjected may be classified as an axial compression due to the rocket motor 
thrust, a pressure load on the satellite rocket shell due to the rocket's motion 
through the at.mosphere, a bending load due to a stable pitched attitude (tilt) during 
the operation of the first stage, a bending load due to the curvature of the rocket's 
trajectory, a bending load due to instability in pitch or yaw or both, and a torsional 
load due to roll instability. Time has not allowed a complete study of all of the 
loading conditions to which a satellite rocket may be subjected, but the following 
may be said in a qualitative manner about those listed above. 

The axial compression due to the rocket's thrust will be the principal design 
criteria for most of the satellite rocket's shell structure. The most notable ex
ception to this is the shell of the first stage stabilizing group which must be 
designed to carry the dead weight of the rocket in its static launching attitude, and 
to carry the shear and bending due to the action of the stabilizing fins during 
flight. The dynamic pressure load on the rocket's shell will have, in general. a 
secondary effect when compared to the axial compression. The effect of those loads 
which cause bending of the rocket is also generally small when compared to the axial 
compression. Of these bending loads, that due to the programmed tilt of the rocket 
with respect to its line of motion during the operation of the initial stage appears 
to be the most important; while calculations of the angular accelerations which must 
be given to the rocket in order to keep it on its curved trajectory lR stable motion 
indicate that these bending loads are of the least importance. The bending and tor
sion due to instability in pitch, yaw, and roll has not been accurately determined, 
but these loads appear to be secondary to that due to tilt. 

Table 8 gives the structural design criteria used for the design study, and a 
preliminary structural analysis of the proposed satellite rocket is given in Appendix 
IV. 

Drawing No. RRL-4, Appendix V of this report, presents a preliminary design of 
the satellite rocket as it exists at this stage of its development. 

S. Comparative Weight SUDIIIary 

A comparative summary of the weight of the satellite rocket as estimated from 
the methods developed in Appendix I and as calculated from a consideration of the 
preliminary design study is given in Table 9. From an examination of this table it 
may be seen that the calculated gross weight of 86,463 pounds exce~s the estimated 
gross weight of 86,420 pounds by less than one per cent. It is felt that this close 
agreement verifies the general validity of the method developed to estimate the gross 
weight of the satellite rocket. 

Due to the fact that the optimum value of a few of the design parameters had not 
been completely isolated at the time the design study was undertaken, reasonable 
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A. 

B. 

C. 

O. 

Tabh 8 

STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
lor 

Three Stale Satellite Rocket. Hydra.ine·Liqvid Oxygen Propellant System. 
Orbit Altitude of 350 Miles. Propellant to Gross Weight Ratio of .6532 

Per Stage, aad a Maximum Ax.al Load Factor of 5.0 

Design Load Factor n prope~ 
Item. eompression Tension 1',,11 

Axial Load. 

l. She 11 Structure .. Payload Compartment (nfl, ~ 5.00 --
b. Tank Compartment 

1. Stage 3 (n fl, = 5.00 "- Full 

2. Stage 2 ("f) 1 = 5.00 .- Full 

3. Stage 1 (nil, . 1.44 . . Full 

c. Stabilizing Group (n). < 1.00 (n f ), · 5.00 

2. Motor Support Structure 

a. Stage 3 (n, ), = L 72 (n f ) , · 5.00 Full 

b. Stall" 2 ("i ). . 1. 72 ("j), · 5.00 Full 

c. Stage 1 (n .>, 0 1.44 (n). 0 LOO Full 

3. Propellant Tanks & Supports 

a. Stage 3 (n j ) , = 5.00 1',,11 

b. Stage 2 (n f ) 1 '·5.00 Full 

c. Stage I (n.) , · 1.44 fu 11 

4. Turbine Fuel Tank. & Supports .. Stage 3 (n j ) , · 5.00 --
b. Stage 2 (njl, · 5.00 .. 
c. Stage I (Ai) l · 1.44 .. 

S. Helium Tanks & Supports 

a. S'age 3 (n/), = 5.00 . -
b. Stage 2 (n,l, · 5.00 

c. Stage I (n,) , · 5.00 

Pressure App lic at j on 

Pres 5: ure Loads 

1. She 11 Struc, ..... .668 psi External 

2. Propellant Tanks .. Cxygen 

I. Stage 3 22.5 psi Internal 
2. Stage 2 32.0 Interna.l 
3. Stage 1 19.6 Interna.l 

b. Hydral ina 

1. Stage 3 19.0 ps i InterRal 

2. Stage 2 25.B Internal 
3. St.age 1 25.1 Internal 

3. Turbine Fuel Tanks 

a. Stage 3 400 pol Internal 
b. Stage 2 400 Inte.:nat 
c. Suge I 400 Internal 

4. Helium tanks 

a. Stase 3 3000 psi Internal 
b. Stage 2 3000 Internal 

c. St.age 1 3000 Internal 

Bending Load. See figure 27 

Torsional Loads Not Ine tuaed 
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values had to be assumed for the purpose of this design study. It was found after 
the optimum values of these parameters had been determined that the assumed values 
corresponded very closely to the optimum values. It is felt then that the general 
validity of this design study is not affected by the use of these assumed values. 

The estimated gross weight of the satellite rocket for the given conditions and 
utilizing the optimum values of the design parameters will be less than that found in 
the design study. The estimated gross weight of this three stage hydrazine-oxygen 
satellite rocket having a final stage payload of 1080 pounds and an orbital altitude 
of 350 miles is 84,400 pounds, a reduction of 2.4 per cent over the value given in 
the design study. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown in the studies presented that to establish a man-made satellite 
weighing 1550 pounds on an orbit 350 miles above the surface of the earth will re
quire a staged rocket utilizing a hydrazine-oxygen propellant system and weighing 
only 85,000 pounds. 

The propellant system hydrazine-oxygen was selected since it gave a reasonable 
gross weight and did not present the severe physical difficulties inherent in the 
higher performance systems, hydrogen-oxygen and hydrazine-fluorine. It was shown to 
be generally impractical to build A single stage satellite rocket utilizing any of the 
propellant systems investigated. The number of stages to give the least gross weight 
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for thehydrazine-oxygen propellant system was shown to be four, however. a three 
stage rocket is proposed since the 2% increase in gross weight will be more than 
offset by the reduced complexity and the increased reliability of the three stage 
rocket as compared to the four stage rocket. A constant mass rate of propellant 
consumption was found to De the optimum method of burning the propellants in any 
stage since it results in the least applied structural load. The optimum value of 
the maximum applied load factor was found to be in the range of 4 to 5. Since this 
value is a transient condition and occurs only instantaneously, it places the satel
lite well within the realm of man-carrying devices. 

The shape of the satellite rocket body was found to have considerable influence 
on the gross weight. For the three stage hydrazine-oxygen rocket, the optimum body 
shape is approximately that of a right circular cone increasing to a maximum diameter 
at 76% of the overall length and then decreasing to a diameter consistent with the 
requirements of the initial stage rocket motors. The optimum value of the maximum 
diameter was found to be about 20% of the overall length. It was shown to be desir
able to operate the rocket motors in the latter stages at relati~ely low combustion 
pressures and the initial stage rocket motor at a comparatively high combustion 
pressure. For the three stage hydrazine-oxygen rocket the optimum combustion pressure 
in the initial stage was found to be 600 psi and the optimum combustion pressure in 
the second and third stages to be 150 psi. The minimum skin gage of .020 inches 
adequately protects the contents of the satellite payload compartment against possible 
damage due to meteorite collision, since with this gage there is only one chance in 
200 that the payload compartment skin will be penetrated by a meteorite in five days. 
A pump fed propellant distribution system was found to be more economical of weight 
than either a fully gas pressurized or a partially pump fed and partially gas pressur
ized distribution system for rockets of the size of the proposed satellite. 

Other studies have shown that the shell of the satellite rocket will reach a 
maximum temperature of the order of 1500°F during the ascending trajectory. In order 
tQ minimize the effect of this high temperature on the mechanical properties of the 
satellite rocket shell material,a stabilized 18-8 type stainless steel has been 
selected as a possible material for the shell of the satellite rocket. While the use 
of a thin shell type of construction using internal pressure to maintain structural 
stability offers some saving in gross weight, a conventional primary structUre con
sisting of a grid framework of longitudinal and transverse stiffeners covered by a 
thin skin has been arbitrarily selected for the proposed satellite rocket in order to 
be conservative. Further study will be necessary before the final selection can be 
made. 

The structural design study verifies the general validity of the method developed 
to estimate the gross weight of the satetlite rocket, since the calculated gross weight 
of 86,463 pounds determined from the design study agrees very closely with the esti
mated gross weight of 86,420 pounds for the satellite rocket used in the design study. 
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Table 9 

ClWPARAT1VE WElGlrf SUMMARY 

Stage I Stage II Stage III 

Item Est.Wt Cal.Wt Est.Wt Cal.Wt Est.Wt Cal.Wt 
Lbs Lbs Lbs Lbs Lhs Lbs 

Group T 2365.0 644.0 232.5 

Payload Comp't Shell 98.3 
Payload Comp't Internal Struct. 50.4 
Tank Camp't Shell 779.3 205.3 98.6 
Stabilizing Group Shell 401.0 
Hydrazine Tank 356.5 70.8 25.4 
(4ygen Tank 261.4 118.8 19.5 
Hydrogen Peroxide Tank 20.7 1.1 0.3 
Helium Tank 107.6 29.5 14.3 
Thrust Ring 252.0 135.0 83.3 
Motor Mount 88.5 31.6 45.6 

Group M 865.0 186.0 0.0 

Stage Separation Device 60.0 40.0 0.0 
Miscellaneous Structure 805.0· 146.0· 

Group A 2800.0 580.0 192.3 

Rocket Motor 1700.0· 400.0· 99.0· 
Turbine, Pulllpli , Plumbing , 1100.0· 180.0· 93.3· 

Group C 4184.0 247.0 4B.4 

Internal Controls 1484.0· 247.0· 48.4· 
External Controls 2700.0· 0.0 0.0 

Group p. 57574.0 12360.0 3062.0 

Hydrazine 34290.0· 7390.0· 1830.0· 
Oxygen 22740.0· 4900.0· 1215.0' 
Hydrogen Peroxide 544.0' 70.0' 17.0' 

Group L· 18632.0 4615.2 1080.0 

Payload 18773.5 4818.4 1080.0 

Total (Gross Weight) 18632 18773. 2 4818.4 
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APPENDIX I, 

DERIVATION OF WEIGHT ESTIMATION METHODS 

The weight of the satellite rocket will be most conveniently determined if it is 
considered to be composed of a number of families of items so selected that the weight 
of the members of each family will be a function of the same parameters and will vary 
in a similar manner. The weight of a given stage of a staged rocket may therefore be 
expressed as the sum of the weights of certain functional groups 1 

where 

(41) 

It = the gross weight of a given stage, including the succeeding stage as payload. 

itT = the weight of items whose mass is determined by the maximum load they must 
carry, and by their geometrical configuration. Includes such items as tank
age and primary structure. 

WM = miscellaneous weight. Includes an allowance for stage separation devices. 

itA = the weight of items whose mass is a function of the mass rate of propellant 
flow. Includes rocket motors, turbine, pumps, and plumbing. 

Ite::: the weight of items whose mass is a function of the degree of control 
required. Includes servo motors, jet vanes, fins, etc. 

~. = Itp + Itp = the weight of all items whose mass is a function of time. Includes 
the weight of the propellants Wp and the weight of the auxiliary fuels Wp' 

WI. • = the payload. 

As a starting point in the development of a method to be used in estimating the 
weight of the satellite rocket, a weight breakdown of the German A-4, modified to 
yield a mass ratio (gross weight + gross weight less propellant and auxiliary fuel 
weight) of 4, is presented in Table 1011

,12, 
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Table 10 

WEIQlT BREAKOOYiN OF WE A-4 

MASS RATIO 3.25 MASS RATIO 4 
ITEM 

~ Sub Total 
Wt in Sub Total Pounda 

A. Basic Weight 

1. Instrument Compartment 875 720 
Radio Equ ipmen t 155 125 
Structure 325 270 
Electrical Equipment 315 260 
Nitrogen Supply 80 65 

2. Tank Compartment 1,400 1.165 
Shell 790 650 
Oxygen Tank 375 315 
Alcohol Tank 235 200 

3. Motor Compartment 2,572 2. lOS 
Shell 410 340 
Plumbing 70 60 
Rocket Motor 1,025 835 
Motor Mount 260 210 
Auxiliary Equipment (807) (660) 

Turbine 170 140 
Pump. 220 180 
Gaa Generator 6S 55 
Colllpreued Air and Bottles 240 195 
8 2 0 2 Tank 92 75 
Permanganate 20 15 

4. Flight Controh 1,335 1,090 

External Fina 750 610 
Jet Vanea and Drive 470 385 
External Vane. and Drive 115 95 

B. Propellants and Fuels 18,960 20,480 

Alcohol 7,650 8,260 
OxYlen 10,930 11,810 
Hydrogen Peroxide 380 410 

C. Warhead 2,150 ~?SO 
D. Gross Weight 27,300 27,300 
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1. EQUATIONS GOVERNING SATELLITE ROCKET WEIGIIT 

Having defined the functional components of a satellite rocket. it is now neces
sary to investigate the properties of each of these groups and to develop an expres
sion which will represent its weight. 

a. Group T - Tanks and Primary Structure 

The weight of Group T is a function of the geometric size and shape of the 
structure and also of the maximum structural load. except when minimum gage con
siderations apply. Since the propellants constitute a large part (60% to 90%) of 
the gross weight of the satellite rocket, it is to be expected that the overall 
structural weight will be influenced to a large extent by the propellant tank 
weight. For simplicity the tank shape shall be assumed to be a right circular 
cylinder with an effective radius and length consistent with the satellite rocket 
geometry, the location of the tank in the rocket, and the amount of propellent to 
be contained. The weight breakdown of the components of the A-4 that properly 
fall in this group is presented in Table 11. 

Table 11 

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN OF GROUP T FOR THE A-4 

Mass Ratio = 4 

ITEM WEIGHT IN SUB TOTAL POUNDS 

1. Instrument Compartment 335 
Structure 270 
Nitrogen Supply 65 

2. Tank Compartment 1165 
Shell 650 
Oxygen Tank 315 
Alcohol Tank 200 

3. Motor Compartment 820 
Motor Mount 210 
Shell 340 
Compressed Air and Tank 195 
8 2 02 Tank 75 -

4. Total 2320 

It has been frequently assumed that for small rockets using liquid propellants a 
gas pressurized fuel system is the most economical from a weight standpoint, while for 
larger vehicles a turbine pump arrangement is the best. It was first assumed, and 
later demons'trated1 () t that the satellite rocket would fall in the latter class. For 
this reason a pump fed propellant distribution system has been contemplated for the 
satellite rocket, and a turbine fuel tank is included in Group T. 
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Considering first the case of larger structures where the effects of minimum 
gages need not be considered. we may develop the expression for the weight of Group T 
in the following manner. 

The pressure acting on the tank walls is given by 

p :::: k'Yp n 1.1 • 

where p = the pressure in psi, k = a constant, 

'Yp = the specific weight of the propellants in Ihs./in. 9
, 

n :::: the applied load factor (the number of g'S acceleration), and 

J., = the tank length in inches. 

The applied tensile stress in the tank is given by 

p rT 
O'T = t 

(42) 

(43) 

where O'r is the applied tensile stress in psi, rr the effective tank radius in inches, 
and t the wall thickness of the tank in inches. Equating the applied tensile stress 
(0'1) to the allowable tensile stress which is constant for any given material, Eq.(43) 
may be written as 

( 44) 

The area of the side walls of the tank (A~) is 

(45) 

while the area of the tank bot tom, Ab, is Ab = 7T r r'.2 • (46) 

The total surface area of the tank, AT' then becomes 

(47) 

The volume of the tank material, VT, may then be expressed as 

(48) 

and the weight of the wall material is 

w. = 'Yr Vr ' (49) 

where 'Yr is the specific weight of the wall material, a constant for a given material. 
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Since the weight of Group T has been assumed to vary as the weight of the propel
lant tank it may be expressed as 

The propellant weight may be written as 

therefore the ratio of the weight of Group T to the propellant weight is 

If. T . w; = ke n(2i + r) 
p 

(SO) 

(51) 

(52) 

The value of the constant ke may be obtained from a consideration of the weight of the 
components of the A-4 that properly apply for any given case. 

The weight of Group T for the initial stage of the proposed satellite rocket 
would include all of the items that appear in the A-4 with the exception of the 
instrument compartment structure. Also, since a separate allowance will be made for 
the weight of the hydrogen peroxide (turbine fuel) tank in any given stage we have 
the following from Table 10 and Table 11 for the A-4: 

If. • T 1975 lbs Wp = 20,480 Ibs 

n = 2.0 ,iT = 243 in. r T 31.5 

W ,. 
1975 rT 31.5 T 

Wp 
;;;; 

20480 = k6 nUT + 2') k,,(2)(243 +~) 

ks = .000186. 

Therefore for the initial stage of a multi-staged satellite rocket 

If. • T 

in. 

( 53) 

Another term must be added to Eq. (53) representing the weight of the turbine fuel 
tank required in this stage. For the development of this term it will first be neces
sary to consider the amount of turbine fuel required. It is contemplated that the 
satellite rocket will have a pump fed propellant distribution system, the centrifugal 
pumps being powered by a turbine driven by gases generated by the decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide under the action of a suitable catalyst. 

The total amount of work required to pump the propellants for a given stage is 
given by 

( 54) 
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where W. is the work required in ft-lbs, Vp ' is the total volume of the propellants to 
he pumped in cubic feet, and p' is the pressure difference across the pump in lbs/sq ft. 

The following efficiencies are assumed as being representative of those that may 
be reasonably expected: 

71turbine '" 25% 

77pump '" 65% 

71combu8 t ion '" 90% 

Therefore the total energy Elt required by the turbine fuel IS 

E. = (.25)(.65)(.90) (55) 

= 6.85 Vp'p' ft-lbs 

= .00874 Vp'p' BTU 

Assuming that a 90% (by weight) solution of hydrogen peroxide is used as turbine fuel, 
a specific enthalpy of 1137 BTU/lb may be obtained from the turbine fuel under 
typical operating conditions l3 • The weight of turbine fuel required therefore is 

.00874 Yp'p' 

1137 

( 56) 

Since the specific gravity of a 90% solution of H?02 is 1.393. the volume of 
turbine fuel required is 

v ' 7.69 x 10-5 

Vp'p' = 0.393)(62.4) p 

= 8.85 Yp 'p' x 10-7 

(fts
) 

Vp = 
Wp 

1.274 'Yp p x 10-4- (in. 3 
) ( 57) 

wnere ~p is the weight of propellants in pounds, 'Yp is the specific weight of pro
pellants in lbs/in. 3

, and p is the pressure difference across the pump in psi. 

If the turbine fuel tank IS assumed to be spherical, then 

Vp 
4 3 "317 r = 

Wp 
10-4-1.274 'Yp x 
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"p 
r3 = 3.04 'Yp p X 10-6 (in. fI) (58) 

d, = .0624 (~ r' (in.) (59) 

The weight of the turbine fuel tank will then be 

(60) 

where t = p"r /2 a = the thickness of the tank wall in inches, p e the pressure in psi, 
r the radius of the tank in inches, a the allowable tensile stress in the tank wall in 
psi (for stainless steel a = 93,500 psi), A 4 ~ ri the surface area of. the tank wall 
in square inches, and 'Y" the specific weight of the tank wall material in Ib~in.3 
(for stainless steel 'Y" = .284 (lbs/in.

3
), 

The maximum pressure in the turbine fuel tank may be expressed as 

(61) 

where p. is the static pressure in psi, 

Therefore the weight of the turbine fuel tank (for stainless steel) becomes 

(62) 

Allowing 15% of the tank shell weight for fittings, doublers, etc., the total turbine 
fuel tank weight becomes 

(63) 

The total weight of Group T for the initial stage of a multi-staged vehicle will 
now be the sum of Eq. (53) and Eq, (63): 

.000186 Wp n ~T + ':) 

+ PI] o.or10 
• 

Wp 
+ 6.671 'Yp P 

(64) 
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The weight of Group T for an intermediate stage of a multi-staged satellite 
rocket would include all of the items that compose this group in the A-4, with the 
exception of the instrument compartment structure, which appears only in the final 
stage, the shell that surrounds the motor compartment, and the fixed aerodynamic con
trol surfaces (fins). It is felt that the intermediate stages of the satellite will 
be operating at altitudes sufficiently high (atmospheric density sufficiently low) 
that the fins would be ineffectual as a stabilization device and that the increase in 
aerodynamic drag due to the omission of the shell around the motor compartment would be 
negligible. Again, a separate allowance will be made for the weight of the hydrogen 
peroxide (turbine fuel) tank, therefore we have from Tables 10 and 11 for the A-4: 

Wp = 20,480 Ibs 

n = 2.0 11 = 243 in. r 1 = 31.5 in. 

Substituting the above value in Eq. (52) and solving for ke gives 

ka := .000155 

w:* 
1 = .000155 Wp n (t1 + r21) , 

and from Eqs. (63) and (65) 

(65) 

(66) 

The weight of Group T for the final stage of a multi-staged satellite rocket may 
be again developed, where minimum gage considerations do not apply, from a considera
tion of the weights of the respective components of the A-4. The expression for the 
weight of the final stage will be identical to that for the weight of the intermediate 
stages with the exception that a separate term must now be added to express the weight 
of the payload (instrument) compartment. An allowance of 35 cubic feet is made for 
the volume of the payload compartment and the gage of the sheet used to cover this 
compartment is determined from a consideration of the amount of protection required 
against meteorite penetration. A stainless steel skin .020 inches thick was found to 
be adequate for this purpose. Furthermore, an allowance of 5% of the weight of the 
equipment to be installed in the payload compartment has been made to account for the 
necessary supporting structure. Therefore the weight of the payload compartment may 
be expressed as 

It = C + .05 ItL ' (67) 

function of 

] 

'1.0 '" I +Ps 10- +C+ .05"L • (68) 
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It has been found, however, that the size of the final stage is so small that the 
weight of Group T is no longer a function of the load applied to the structure, but 
rather is determined by minimum gage considerations. A minimum gage of .020 inches 
has been established as being a reasonable value for the sheet material from which the 
satellite rocket shell is fabricated. It is again assumed that the weight of the 
motor mount will vary in direct proportion to the weight of the propellant tanks. The 
ratio of the weight of the motor mount to the weight of the tanks for the A-4 is, from 
Table 11, 210/1165. Another factor to be taken into consideration in the estimation 
of the weight of the final stage is that, from a consideration of the optimum trajec
tory characteristics, it has heen found desirable to insert a period of coasting in 
the final stage followed by a final application of thrust. This means that the pro
pellant tanks must be compartmented by the installation of suitable diaphrams to 
separate the pressurizing gas from the liquid contents, thus preventing a mixing or 
emulsifying effect during the acceleration free coasting period. Taking the above 
items into consideration, and allowing an additional 50% of the wall material weight 
for the stiffening members gives 

Wr- = [1.5 (27Trr'r) + 67Trr2] <'020)(.284,) 

= .06322 rr (iT + 2 r T) J 

and from Eqs. (69). (67) and (63) 

( 210) 
1 + 1160 

If. [ (It .,1/'" 
Wr = .06322 rr (£r + 2 rr) + 6.671 y; p .0624 nyp y: P) 

(69) 

+ P sJ (10.
,0

) + C + • 05 ~i. J • (70) 

It has been found that the weight of the hydrogen peroxide (turbine fuel) tank is 
generally very small when compared to the other items in Group T. For this reason the 
weight of the turbine fuel tank may be neglected, in most cases, when estimating the 
weight of this group. Simplifying the equation giving Itr by neglecting the weight of 
the hydrogen peroxide tank gives: 

for the initial stage 

for an intermediate stage 

for the final stage where minimum gages apply 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 
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and for the final stage where minimum gages do not apply 

(74) 

In the use of the equations giving tTl it should be pointed out that the value of 
n used must be consistent with the value of II'p used. For the initial stage the design 
load factor n is that occurring at the beginning of operation of that stage (minimum 
acceleration, maximum propellant weight), while for the intermediate and final stages 
the design load factor n is the maximum value of n that occurs during the initial 
stage (maximum acceleration, maximum propellant weight). The applied load factor n is 
defined by • 

(75) 

where n t is the applied load factor at time t, 8, is the standard acceleration of 
gravity at sea level, I the specific impulse, "'p the mass of propellants discharged at 
time t, E (dap/dt) the time rate of change of mass of the stage, d.p/dt the time rate 
of propellant flow, and Mo the initial mass of the stage. 

For a constant mass rate of propell~t flow the time rate of propellant flow may 
be written as 

(76) 

where Mp is the initial mass of the propellants and tb is the duration of burning for 
the stage. 

Therefore 

I
t Mp 

Ato - E""""i6 dt , (77) 

o 

since Mp/Mo :: v and E V :: v" [Eq. (101) J 

= (78) 
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Eq. (78) gives the instantaneous value of the applied load factor n t at any time t. 
The values of "i' the initial (minimum) applied load factor, and "I' the final 
(maximum) applied load factor may be determined readily from Eq. (78), and are 

11 
= -t- 1 . 

II I 
(79) 

(80) 

and from Eqs. (79) and (80) 

(81) 

b. Group M ~ Miscellaneous weight 

The weight of Group M constitutes an allowance for the stage separation devices 
required in a multi-staged satellite rocket. Since the purpose of staging is to re
duce to a minimum the mass which must be accelerated to the orbital velocity, it 
follows that the stage separation devices should be part of that portion of the rocket 
which is to be discarded, rather than a part of that portion of the rocket which is to 
go on after the separation is accomplished. For this reason no allowance is made for 
the weight of Group M in the final stage, while in the intermediate and initial stages 
the weight of Group M has been assumed to be 1% of the gross weight of the stage 

(82) 

c. Group A - Thrust Producing Equipment 

The weight of Group A, the thrust producing equipment, includes the weights of 
all items whose mass is a function of the mass rate of propellant flow. The weights 
of the components of the A-4 which properly fall in this classification are given in 
Table 12. 

Table 12 

WEIGHT B8EAKOOWN OF GROUP A FOR THE A-4. 

Mass .Rat.io = '" 

ITEM WEIGIIT IN 
POUNDS 

L Tu.rbine 14.0 

2. Pumps 180 

3. Gas Generator 55 

4.. Permanganate 15 

5. Plumbing 60 

6. Rocket Motor 835 

TOTAL. 1285 
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Weight of the Rocket Motor 

The weight of a rocket motor may be expressed as a fraction of the thrust F 
that the motor produces. On the basis of past experience in rocket motor design 
it will he assumed that the weight of the rocket motor is given by 

W. =.1..-
80 , (83) 

since 

F 
I Wp 

:: 

t6 (84) 

I It 
W. = P 

80 76' (85) 

Weight of the Plumbing 

The weight of the plumbing is a function of the pressure in the system, and 
the mass rate of propellant flow. An analysis of the performance of the A-4 
shows the pressure loss in the lines from the discharge side of the pump to the 
motor to be 

Alcohol lines = 6 atm loss 

Oxygen line :: 3 atm loss 

.'. Average loss :: 4.5 atm :: 6i.5 psi. 

The A-4 combustion pressure is 15 atm, therefore the mean total pressure at the 
discharge side of the pumps is 292.5 psi. At full thrust the A-4 propellant rate 
15 given asIa 316 Ibs/sec. 

Assuming, for the initial and intermediate stages of the satellite rocket, 
the minimum weight of the plumbing to be 10 pounds, the plumbing weight, Wh, may 
then be expressed as 

Itp 
Wh = 10 + k P-t-, (86) 

6 

where p is the pressure difference across the propellant pump, and Wp/tb is the 
weight rate of propellant flow. 

Substituting the values given above in Eq. (86) and solving for k 

k :: .000541 

Wp 
10 + .000541 P -t- • 

b 
(87) 
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The weight of the plumbing in the final stage will be greater than the weight of 
this item in the initial and intermediate stages, due to the additional complex
ity of the system necessitated by the period of coasting that occurs in this 
stage. An increase of 50% in the weight of the plumbing in the final stage 1S 

made to allow for this added complexity. Therefore, for the final stage 

(88) 

Weight of Auxiliary Equipment 

The weight of the auxiliary equipment, consisting of the turbine, the pumps, 
and the turbine gas generating chamber with its catalytic lining, will vary with 
the power required to accomplish the pumping of the propellants. The minimum 
weight of this group has been assumed to be 45 pounds. If ~ou represents the 
weight of the auxiliary units, Yp the specific weight of the propellants, p the 
pressure difference across the pumps, Wp the weight of the propellants, and tb 
the burning time, then the weight of this group may be expressed as 

Wp 
(89) ~ou = 45 + k 'X P -t- • 

P b 

From the A-4 

lJau = 390 Ibs 

Yp = 60.3 Ibs/ft 8 = .0349 lhs/in. 13 

p = 292.5 psi 

Ip 
316 Ibs/sec tb = . 

Allowing a 10% decrease in the weight of this group for expected improvements in 
design, and substituting the above values in Eq. (89), the value of k can be 
determined: 

k = .OOO1l6 
p Itp 

Itou = 45 + .000116 Yp t;; . (90) 

The weight of Group N will be the sum of the weights of the rocket motor, the 
plumbing, and the auxiliary equipment. Therefore from the above, for the initial 
and intermediate stages of a multi-staged satellite rocket 

[ 
I (000116 " J Itp 

itA = 80 + \ Yp + .000541) p T'b + 55 , (91) 
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(92) 

The weight of Group C includes the weight of all items whose mass is a function 
of the degree of control required. From past aircraft experience the ratio of the 
weight of the control system to the gross weight of the unit has been found to vary as 
the square root of the linear scale dimension L for similar systems. Therefore 

(93) 

but L vanes as !t i /3 ; 

(94) 

The components of the A-4 that properly fall In this group are given in Table 13. 

Table 13 

WEIGfT BREAKOOWN OF GROUP C FOR lHE A- 4 

Mass Ratio = 4 

1 ! 

1. External Fins 610 

2. Jet Deflectors & 
Drive 385 

3. External Vanes & 
Drive 95 

TOTAL 1090 

Since neither the final stage nor the intermediate stages of the satellite rocket 
will have external fins or external vanes 

k 
385 = 

( 27, 300) 7 I a 

Kc = ( !t ria 
385 27,300 (95) 
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For the initial stage, however, the presence of the external stabilizing fins 
must be taken into aCcoWlt, giving 

(96) 

e. Group p. - Propellants and Fuels 

Group p. includes the weight of all items whose mass is a function of time. 
These items are the propellants used in the rocket motor and the fuel used to drive 
the turbine. If ~ represents the ratio of the propellant weight to the gross weight 
of a given stage, then 

(97) 

The weight of the turbine fuel required has been found from Eq. (56) to be 

where 'p is the weight of the turbine fuel required in pounds, Vp' is the volume of 
the p~opellants in ft3

, and pi is the pressure difference across the propellant pumps 
in Ibs/ft2

• This equation may be written in a more convenient form. Let 'p be the 
propellant weight, p the pressure difference across the propellant pumps in psi, and 
Yp be the specific weight of the propellants in Ibs/in. 3

, then 

(98) 

The ratio of the weight of the turbine fuel to the gross weight may be expressed 
as 

(99) 

Allowing r% of the propellant weight for evaporation and losses incurred during 
the starting of the rocket motors, the total weight of Group p. then becomes 

(100) 

( .64P? . Let E represent the quantity 1.01 + Yp (lor and let ~* represent the ratiO of 
Wp· to W then 

and 

(101) 

( 102) 
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f. Group L* - Payload 

The weight of Group L* is defined as that portion of the stage which is carried 
as payload. Therefore for the initial and intermediate stages, where (WL*)j repre
sents the stage payload and (Wj +!) represents the gross weight of the succeeding stage 

= ( 103) 

For the final stage, however, the stage payload is defined as 

( 104) 

where WL ' represents the weight of the fixed equipment occurring in the final stage. 
WL' in turn is defined as 

~' L (105) 

where WL represents the satellite rocket payload, WI represents the weight of the 
intelligence providing equipment (brains), and WQ represents the weight of the orbital 
power plant together with its fuel. 

The weight of the vehicle payload (WL ), which includes instrumentation for the 
observation and measurement of physical phenomena, and communications equipment 
including that used for the telemetering of data, has been arbitrarily established at 
500 pounds. 

The weight of the intelligence providing equipment (W[) is made up of the two 
auto pilots, one providing trajectory control intelligen<;e, and the other providing 
orbital control intelligence. An allowance of 180 pounds has been provided for this 
item. 

The weight of the orbital power plant which is used to power the orbital control 
devices and the communications equipment has been established at 400 pounds. 

Therefore 

WL' = 1080 Ibs. 

2. EQUATIONS GOVERNING SATELLITE ROCKET GEOMEmy 

Several of the expressions for the weight of a particular functional group, as 
developed above, require a knowledge of the geometric size of the satellite rocket 
before they can be evaluated. For this reason the following expressions governing the 
rocket geometry will be developed. 

Studies of the shape of the satellite rocket indicate that it should be roughly 
conical in shape. increasing to a maximum diameter, then decreasing in diameter to a 
value at the aft end such that the base drag will be a minimum. Fig. 1 illustrates 
the simplified shape parameters and defines the notation used. 
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The volume of the satellite ,rocket payload compartment has been arbitrarily 
established at 35 cubic feet, corresponding to a weight of fixed equipment (tL') of 
1080 pounds. Furthermore, it is assumed that 40% of the tank volume in an inter
mediate stage, or in the initial stage, can be placed forward of the aft end of the 
succeeding stage (see Fig. 1). From the above the following conditions are defined: 

a. Volume of the satellite rocket payload comparbment Va = 35 fts. 

b. The 'effective' volume of an intermediate stage tank compartment V% = .6(Vp) 
where (Vp)% represents the volume of propellants required. % 

c. The 'effective' volume of the initial stage tank compartment V1 = .6(Vp )1 

where (Vp) represents the volume of propellants required. 
1 

Length of Vehicle Payload Compartment 

v = 35 ft
S 

4 = 60480 in. 3 

(60480)( 3) 
7T 

7T = Till (III tan 4»2 

/11 38.6541 (cot ¢)2/3 • 

Vehicle Radius at Aft End of Payload Compartment 

III tan ¢ . 

Length of Final Stage Tank Compartment 

(106) 

(107) 

where Wp = propellant weight (lbs), yp = specific weight of propellant (lbs/in. a) and 
Vp = propellant volume (in. a ). 

= 

== 3 t: ¢ (y3 tan 
3 

¢ - p/) 
3 il'p tan ¢ 

7T 'Yp 
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Length of Final Stage 

Vehicle Radius at End of Final Stage 

PN - 1 = >w tan ¢ • 

Effective Length of Intermediate Stage Tank Compartment 

Derivation is the same as for Eq. (108) except that 

Therefore 

Length of an Intermediate Stage 

+ 3 Pz )

1/ 8 

1 
tan ¢ 

Vehicle Radius at the End of an Intermediate Stage 

P = A tan A- • 
%-1 % 'I' 

Effective Length of the Initial Stage Tank Compartment 

~)1 [ ~ r V () V = C6Vp )1 = .6 
_7T 2 0 2 Pl 1 - 3" ro tan ¢ - P1 tan ¢ 

+ r 0 
2 (t:O 1/) - r/ (t:C y;)] 

.573 (;;), 
( , 3 3 ") rl; ro Pl 

t~~ = tan ¢ + tan ¢ tan 

rp
\ to3 

+ 
3 tan ¢ 3 3 ton ~) .573 'Yp A tan ¢ rb tan '" - P'i - r taniJj C 
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tp 
.573 Yp tan ¢ = Ii Ii Ii 

r" (1 + U) - Pi - r c U, (114) 

-~ where U - tan if; (115) 

tan if; = (116) 

(117) 

From Eq. (116) 

:: tan if; 

Therefore 

8 1 (r" - r d) 
r c :: ~ (1 - tlto) + rd' 

(118) 

Given the values of 1/10 and dlJo• Eqs. (114), (115), (116), (117) and (118) are 
a set of implicit expressions from which the value of ~ may be obtained. 

S = A.. -'I. -S· 1 1 ''2 1 
(U9) 

Length of Motor Compartment (any stage) 

The length of the motor compartment may be taken as 

Si = (dp + Sau t t. + c) j , (120) 

where dp is the diameter of the turbine fuel (hydrogen peroxide) tank, saa is the 
length along the axis of the vehicle of the auxiliary units, t. is the length of the 
rocket motor, and c an arbitrary allowance for clearance between the units. 

From Eq. (59) 

= .0624 (~: pro 
J 

The volume that the auxiliary units will occupy varies directly with the weight 
of the auxiliary units, and the length that this group occupies along the axis of the 
vehicle will vary as the cube root of the volume. From the A-4 for a mass ratio of 4, 
tau = 390 lhsi Baa = 28 in., 

since Itau '" Vall '" 
8 

Baa 

Itau = k 8:a 

k 
390 

.01117 • = 
(28)8 

= 
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Fran Eq. (90) 

.01777 (seu)~ ( p WP~ = 45 + .000116 -=Xc 
J p 0 j 

s 
(2530 + .00653 ~ t p) (sell) . = 

J to . 
J 

(S/IU) j (2530 + .00653 ~ t'r/' . (121) to . 
J 

Therefore 

[ 
f" )1/3 ( It' )1/3 l 

Sj= C + .062,:y: p + 2530 + .00653 ~ ': + t~j 
where j. is the length of the rocket motor 4, 

Effective Propellant Tank Radius 

For the purpose of simplicity the propellant tanks are assumed to he right circu
lar cylinders having a length IT and an effective radius Tr such that the tank will 
contain the required volume of propellant. 

(Vp)N = (~:)N = 

(rr>/ = (7TI';J~t 

('r) H = ['564 ~:trr] . 
N 

For an intennediate or the initial stage 

.6 Itp 
- 2 S I'p - 7T rr 

Effective Propellant Tank Length 

74 

For the final stage the propellant tank length (tr)N is given by 

<t.,)N = SN • 

( 123) 

(24) 

(125) 
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In the intennediate and final stages it was assumed that 40% of the volume of the 
propellants could be placed in a tank which surrounds the succeeding stage motor com
partment. The propellant tank will then have the external shape of a right circular 
cylinder, the aft end being flat and the forward end having an indentation in the fonn 
of a truncated right circular cone. The portion of the tank from its aft end to the 
aft end of the indentation will contain 60% of the volume of the propellants and will 
have a length equal to the effective length of the tank compartment for that stage. 
The portion of the tank from the aft end of the indentation to the forward end of the 
tank will contain 40% of the propellant volume and will have the same external diame
ter as the aft portion of the tank. The diameter of the aft end of the indentation 
will be assumed to be one-third of the external diameter of the tank, while the 
diameter of the indentation at the forward end of the tank will be assumed to be two
thirds of the external diameter. 

If V represents the total tank vQlume, d the external diameter of the tank, S the 
effective tank compartment length and tr the total propellant tank length, then 

Ir = k S + S • (126) 

From a consideration of the tank proportions as described above 

d2 

k 8 -~ \8 [ (~r + (~) (~) + (~rJ .4V = ~-4 

d2 
.6V = 77--8 

4 

Therefore 

~ d 28 ~ d2k 8 
= Z.4 2.16 

and 
k = .90 • 

Then from Eq. (126) the length of the propellant tank ~n the initial stage or in an 
intermediate stage is 

I-r = 1.90 8 . (127) 

3. COMPUTATION PROCEDURE 

Since the evaluation of the gross weight of a multi-staged satellite rocket by 
use of the expressions developed in the preceding section is an iteration, or trial 
and error process, the computational work involved is considerable. This numerical 
work may be greatly facilitated, however, by the use of a suitable computation form. 

7S 
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APPENDIX II. 

DETAILED SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS 

In order to investigate the effect of the various weight parameters considered 
in earlier sections of this report, it was necessary to estimate the weight of a great 
many satellite rockets having different given design conditions. A detailed summary 
of the results of these computations is given below in Table 14. For convenience the 
various cases investigated have been grouped by the propellant system utilized. The 
propellant system characteristics fuel-oxidant mole ratio a. and theoretical specific 
impulse at sea level 1

0
, may be obtained from Table 20 of ref. 2 and page 41, ref. 1. 

The remaining weight parameters along with the results of the computations are listed 
in the body of the table. 

Table 14 

DETAILED SlJMMAlIY Of CALCtJUTIONS 

Item Ii 11 h It' t/to (p.l (p.) " Di'p. "B DiS J. d • {mil {l.J Alt (in.) (in.) (lb.) 
W .. .. I 

1ITOII4Z1IIE-Ol(Y(lI;I'I PIIlPEILUIT SY5tl!lil 

1 2 5.0 3SC 1080 .6481 300 300 .B048 

I 
.8710 .1211 .1236 571 181.6 228.100 

2 l 4.0 3SO 1080 .6321 400 ISO .6635 .8581 .0999 1288 528.2 144.4 86.943 
3 3 4.5 3SO 100 .6857 ISlJ ISO .6101 .8471 .12SZ 1450 541 158 n.sao 
4 3 4.5 3SO 700 .6S07 300 ISO .6621 .8388 .1316 

".~ 
144 85.2SO 

5 3 4.5 350 700 .6549 450 ISO .6580 .8316 .1331 1600 135 83.800 
6 3 4.5 350 100 .6419 600 ISO .6553 .8281 1348 1619 140 83.690 
1 J 4.5 350 100 .6591 300 .6694 .8452 .1305 1485 158 96.330 
8 3 4.5 350 100 .6981 300 .6610 .8311 .1348 1553 144 89.440 
9 3 •• 5 350 700 .6481 300 .6506 .8315 .1376 1610 138 87.840 

10 3 4.5 3SO 700 .~3 600 300 .6540 .8266 .1387 1653 6 138 87,000 

11 3 4.5 3SO 700 .6990 ISO lSO .6688 .8427 t347 ,150l 535 1$8 101.700 
12 3 4.5 3SO 700 .6660 300 450 .6602 .8122 .1372 .1572 512 144 93,370 

13 3 4.5 3SO 100 .6547 450 450 .6560 . .8-296 .1315 .1621 506 140 91.620 
14 3 4.5 350 700 .6435 600 4SO .6534 .8246 .1415 . 167S 50S 138 91.400 
15 3 4.5 3SO 700 .6382 150 600 .6684 ,8353 .1372 .1519 539 160 106,530 
16 3 4.5 3SO 700 .6362 300 600 .6599 .8354 .1395 1575 541 151 91,300 

17 3 4.5 3SO 700 .6343 4SO 600 .6556 .8284 .1424 ,1646 S06 140 95,100 
18 3 4.5 3SO 100 .6422 600 600 .6529 .8234 .1445 ,1693 S06 138 96.$60 
19 3 4.S 3SO 1080 .6325 400 ISO .6578 .8515 .1049 , 1159 533.4 146 86,101 

20 3 5.0 3SO SOO .6566 400 ISO .6532 .8542 .1134 ,1339 443.4 119.6 42,161 

21 3 5.0 3SO 700 .6443 400 ISO .6532 .8460 • I III .141. 418 129.2 56. ISO 
22 3 5.0 3SO 1080 .6816 ISO ISO .6657 .8616 • lOll 1260 541.6 158.8 ".OBO 
23 3 5.0 3SO 1080 .6553 300 ISO .6572 .8525 .1054 ·:::lttt 84,031 

24 3 5.0 3SO 1080 .6420 400 ISO .6532 .8433 .110.0 86.500 

25 3 5.0 3SO 1080 .6419 4SO ISO .6530 .8461 .1078 1409 82.194 

26 3 5.0 3SO lOBO .6354 600 ISO .6S03 .8421 .1092 .145J 82.295 

21 3 5.0 3SC 

lmr 
ISO .6477 .6162 .1207 ,1723 4 94,236 

28 3 5.0 3SO .4000 400 ISO .6509 .8269 .1159 ,1612 HI 103.8 91.787 

29 3 5.0 3SO .4000 400 ISO .6552 ,8338 .1137 ,1547 676.8 121.8 93,934 

30 3 5.0 3SO 400 ISO .6694 .84H .11166 .1469 613 •• 159.6 110.782 

31 3 5.0 350 400 ISO .6469 .8229 .1188 l6Sl 845.4 84.6 90.159 

32 3 5.0 3SO .SOoo 400 ISO .6523 .8399 .1109 ,1417 651. 4 117.2 86,771 

33 3 5.0 3SO .5000 400 ISO .6691 .851. .1081 ,1381 556.0. 167.4 104.513 
34 3 5.0 3SO 1080. .8000 400 ISO .6648 .8562 .1054 .1324 524.9 199.4 94,832 

35 3 5.0 3SO 1080 .6000 400 ISO .6507 .8439 .1093 ,1430 641. 2 115.4 83.029 

30 3 5.0 350 1080 .6000 400 ISO .6579 .8513 .1068 ,1364 559.4 145.4 88.123 

37 3 5.0 3SO !Q80 .6000 400 ISO .6688 .8562 .10606 ,1331 S2l.3 177.2 101.014 

38 3 5.0 350 1080 .7000 400 ISO .6462 .8303 .1l80 ,ISH 863.3 86.4 87,597 

39 3 5.0 350 1080 .7000 400 ISlJ .6521 .8SOI .10.9 ,1368 592.5 130, l 81,914 

40 3 5.0 350 1080 .7000 400 ISO .6700 .8576 .10S3 1113 505.2 192 101,624 
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It ... N .. It 'L' 
( .. i) (Ibsl 

41 3 S.O 3SO 1060 

42 3 S.O 350 1080 
43 1 5.0 lSO 1080 

44 3 S.O 350 10eo 
45 3 5.0 350 lSOO 

46 3 S.O 3SO 2000 
41 3 5.5 350 1080 

48 3 5.75 3SO 10eO 
49 3 6.0 350 1080 
50 3 6.25 350 1080 

SI 3 6.5 300 700 
52 4 5.0 3SO 1080 
53 4 6.5 300 100 
54 5 5.0 3SO 1080 

Table 14 (cont'd.l 

DETAILED stMIARY OF CALCVLATIONS 

I/l. (pc) (p.) '" LWp • M8 -Alt » • .. 
IfYtII\UINE - OXYGI!!I PIIOI.'£LI..ANT SYSTEM <cnon:'D.1 

.8000 400 ISO .6460 .83\3 .1184 

.8000 400 ISO .6507 .8495 .10724 

.6000 400 150 .6464 .6114 .1183 

.6647 300 300 .6634 .a51S .1086 

.6470 400 150 .6532 .8395 .1103 

.6518 400 ISO .6532 .8342 .1134 

.6U9 400 ISO .6497 .8319 .1148 

.6450 400 ISO .6482 .8346 .1173 

.6459 400 ISO .6468 ij"" .6467 41)0 ISO .6455 .8 ,1225 
300 300 .66 .7 .1750 

.6859 :r: .5581 .8 .IlIO 
. S5 .1417 .IHO 

.6160 .4791 . 8074 .1108 

HYIlI\4Z1NE-nUOlltNE POOPELLNIT SYSIEM 

Bl8 t. d • - (in.l (in.) (lh.) • 

1565 889.0 89 66,214 
, U7I 609.4 134 80.669 
,1604 e49.5 85 88,469 

' U73 531 ISO 96,460 
,1480 595 164 120.540 
,1536 652.3 181 164.466 
,U9ti 547.1 lSO_'2 88.026 
.1532 551.7 151.6 89.087 
, 1567 556.4 IS3 90.498 
160\ 561.1 154.6 91.984 

,2202 600 120 157.000 
.1616 60S 166.6 94.330 
,2464 552 110 •• 121.041 
,1816 647.7 185 •• 98.230 

55 2 5.0 l50 1080 .6931 300 300 .7116 .8605 .1124 1,1274 453.5 131.4 88. S05 
56 2 5.75 300 700 .6316 300 300 .155 .6101, .16875 1863 608 164 196.000 

'57 2 5.15 300 700 .6311 300 300 .755 .81S5 .1655 ,1803 576 151 166.200 

JWj8 6.5 300 700 300 300 .783 .8466 .1437 ,1461 250 332 131,000 
'59 6. 5 300 700 300 300 .7Bl .8644 . 1220 1270 230 278 &1.700 

60 6. S 300 700 300 300 .78l .8431 .1472 ,1520 325 209 143.000 
'61 1 -"6.;':S'--+-'::;30:':0'--1--':70':';O~'---f--'3:':O'::O-f""'; .783 .8612 .1241) 1306 286 165 8S.000 

62 Z 6.5 300 700 lOa, .783 .8399 .1492 IS55 378 182 151,000 
63 2 6.5 300 700 300 .783 .8361 I .1317 ,1596 427 166 162.000 

"64 2 6.5 300 700 300 300 .763 .3548 .1280 1376 380 144 92.500 

65 2 6.5 300 700 300 300 I" ::: .8305 .1552 1656 510 14<1 181,000 
'66 2 6.5 300 700 300 300 , ,0> ,8S05 .1307 I ,1421 445 122 98.300 
67 2 6.5 300 700 I 300 lOG!, 'S3 .8243 .1592 !-'-~t7C::2,,"3-+11-;;59()~·--t!-;-1:;:32;---+-'""20208"'.0~0"'o--l 

'68 2 6.5 30C 700 I 300 ! 3,;0 ','83 .~461 I .1335 I :,70 so, 110 ~ 
1-"-'"6:.:9-+-=-2-+-'6:.:..::.5_-+------'3:::.00=---+-'7c:0"-O--L __ ~+-?~-3~ ,-::-7B""3'--f--' . .::8",=,-+,.,C.c:1;:;34",,2c.,,,L. 1445 II' 51S.4 104.4 

70 2 6.5 300 700 i ,300 300 , 7 8,1 3216:,1524 Ii I1l3 680 136 

.~! ~ ::~ ~~ ~: I ! ;~~ :~ ,~:! ::~~~ J : ;~~~ :~~~ ::: ::~ 112,SOn 

13 2 6. S 300 700 300 300 ,783 .8142 .1657 I 1.30 720 114 275,000 
"14 2 6.5 300 700 300 300 .783 .8384 .1385: IS>~ 620 96 1W,OOO 
15 2 6.5 300 700 300 JOO .7Rl .8095 .1687 .1883 787 109 324.000 

'76 2 6.5 JOO 700 300 300 .783 .8345 .1410 I 1501 671 92 129.000 
7734.0 300 700.7652300 300 .638 .8644.111l6 ,ln4 458 123.6 52,600 
78 3 4.0 300 700 .6400 300 300 .638 .8.24 .1196 ,1457 467 119.4 58.640 

'79 3 4.5 300 700 .6534 300 300 .615 .8307 .1285 ,1560 438 121.4 52.300 
80 3 4.5 300 700 .6417 300 300 .615 .8305 .1260 ,ISH 434 119.2 50.730 
81 3 4.5 300 700 .6575 300 300 .626 ,8571 .1147 ,1281 457 128 47,460 
82 3 4.5 300 100 .6320 300 300 .626 .8341 .1242 ,IS21 481 120.8 52.992 
83 3 5.0 300 700 .6338 300 300 .6192 .8467 .1211 ,1384 467 124.2 47.300 
U 3 5.0 300 700 .6265 300 300 .6192 . B261 .1297 ,1605 475 126.8 52 330 
85 3 5.0 3SO 1080 .6566 300 300 .6263 .8427 .1081 .1400 475.7 1l2.6 60.450 
86 3 S.O 350 1080 .6163 ISO ISO .6359 .8545 .1021 .1279 SOS.6 146 61.890 

87 33~ gs'O 350 1080 .6509 300 150 .6219 .8454 .1051 13<;4 488.5 134 5.8.640 
88 350 1080 .6356 450 150 .6238 . S4I)0 .1065 ,1403 483 130 57,341) 
89 350 10S0 .6196 600 ISO .6211 8341 .1085 ' H5] 489 132 57. JOO 

f--'~~+-~3- 5.S ~ __ ~30=07-~~7~00~+-.~6~2~78~~30~O~+-~30=0~~.~6~1~48~~.~83~9~4-+_.~1~26~7~+-~174'T,-9~~4~1~1~-+_1~2~6 ____ r-~4~7~6~~:1 
91 300 700 .6SOI 300 I 300 .6148 .8196 .1350 ,1669 469.4 120 52.497 
92 3 6.5 19S 700 300 300 .6200 .7848 .1641) 2049 463.2 95 6<1.010 

• 90S A .. 4 "ti,ht 
**06. 3~ ..\-4 Weight 
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It .... N PI h 

(mi) 

93 3 6.5 JOO 
94 3 6.5 JOO 
95 3 6.5 JOO 
96 3 6.5 JOO 
91 3 6.5 JOO 
98 3 6.5 JOO 
99 3 6.5 JOO 

100 3 6.5 JOO 
101 3 6.5 JOO 
102 3 6.5 JOO 

If:} 
3 6.5 JOO 
3 6.5 JOO 
3 6.5 300 
3 6.5 JOO 
3 6.5 300 

108 3 6.5 800 
109 3 6.S 905 
110 3 6.5 1000 
111 

~lli 
JOO 

112 300 
113 JOO 
114 3 8.0 JOO 
liS 4 5.0 350 
116 4 6.5 300 
117 4 6.5 700 
ila 4 6.5 1000 
119 5 5.0 350 
120 5 6,5 •• cape 

yehicle: 

121 2 I 5.0 150 
122 2 6.5 300 

'123 2 . 6.5 300 
124 2 6.5 300 

'125 2 6.5 :: 126 2 6.5 
'121 2 6.S 

:1 128 2 6.5 
'129 2 6.S 
130 2 6.5 JOo 

'131 2 6.5 300 
'132 2 6.5 

t1 '133 2 6.5 
'134 2 6.5 
'135 2 6.5 
'136 2 6.5 JOO 

137 3 5.0 3SO 
138 3 6.5 JOO 
139 3 6.5 JOO 
140 3 6.5 300 
141 4 5.0 3SO 
142 5 5.0 350 

T.hle 14 (cont'd.) 

DETAILED SUMIWIY OF CALCULATI<lfS 

ilL' III. (p.> (p.l v Dr" Its 

(lb.> Alt • • .. 
IIltIIAZIIII- n.tJ(JItNl PIICI'El.LAIiT SYSTDI (XWf' D. 1 

100 .6500 300 JOO .6300 .1894 .1640 
100 .64:12 JOO 300 .6080 .826J .1365 
100 .6411 JOO 300 .6680 .8068 .1449 
100 JOO JOO .5420 .7599 .1645 
700 JOO JOO .6JOO .1812 .1610 
100 .SSOO 300 300 .6330 8033 .1555 
700 .6000 JOO 300 .6330 .8008 .1545 
700 .6S00 JOO 300 .6330 .8023 .1540 
700 .1000 SOD JOO .6330 .80J9 .1535 
700 .lS00 300 300 .6330 .8058 .15JO 
700 .77SO 300 300 .6330 .8059 .1528 

'~EImJm. 
.8090 .1500 

700 6500 300 JOO .6415 .8111 .1490 
700 SOD .6465 .8141 .1488 
700 .6590 .7796 .1701 
100 JOO .6195 .7119 .1751 
100 JOO .6900 .1414 ,1924 
700 300 .7000 .1435 .1890 
100 .6315 JOO JOO .6630 .8117 .147, 
700 .6SSa 300 300 .603(! .1932 .1556 
100 .6494 300 300 .6010 .8065 .1518 
100 .6580 300 300 .6010 .1810 .1603 

10SO .6423 JOO JOO .5221 .S177 .1094 
700 300 300 • 51 SO .1466 .1675 
700 300 lOO .5400 .1534 .1628 

700 300 300 .5100 .7464 .1159 
1080 ,6253 300 JOO .'459 .7931 .1112 
700 300 lOO ,5950 .7451 .1135 

-...L---_ ..... ~_ 

HYDROGF.'Ij·OXYGEN POOPELLANT SYSTEM 

300 300 I' 6962 

I 

.• 1~3 .1541 
700 lOu lOO . 't400 .7R3S .1955 
100 JOO 300 ,1400 .8214 .1595 
700 300 .7400 .1736 ,2030 

100 300 .HOO .8132 .1640 
700 300 .7400 .16U .2085 

100 .7400 .8076 .1611 
100 .1400 .7576 .2130 

100 

~ 
.8025 .1712 

100 .7431 
700 .7928 
100 .7647 
100 300 JOO .1400 .7717 .1880 
700 300 300 .7400 .1703 .1930 

700 lOO 300 .7400 .7622 .1985 
700 JOO 300 .7400 .7517 .2015 

1080 .6666 JOO JOO .S480 .7711 .1542 

700 300 JO() .5440 .7363 .1950 

700 .6204 300 JOO .5520 .1298 ,2235 

100 300 JOO .5600 .7391 .2001 

1080 .6341 JOO JOO .4488 .1443 .1531 

1080 .6257 300 300 .3191 .1044 .1539 

II' 2 I. rI I 

• (in.) (in.) (lb.) 

.2018 0121 115.7 80.000 

.1593 481 121.6 49,130 

.1805 486 134 54.260 

.2298 449.5 90 68.S00 

.2101 488 91.6 83.660 

.1810 421 124.2 13.700 

.1906 409 131.4 73.000 

.1881 400 139.4 12.500 

.1859 395 148.2 72.100 

.1844 388 156.2 71.800 

.1844 381 162.6 11,425 

.1801 22S 163.6 13,500 

.1782 209.2 192.2 71.200 
.1161 203.8 219 82,315 
.2156 578 115.6 142.000 
.2251 683 136.6 238.599 
.2512 839 161.8 505,620 

.2553 192.4 600.000 

.1152 134 52.S00 

.1949 140 58,320 

.1804 140 54.380 

.2007 513 144 60,300 

.1641 548.4 149.8 61.035 

.2434 461 92.2 10,000 ! 

.2389 600.8 100.1 90.100 

,24904 612 122.4 169,380 
,19U5 610.3 17a'4~ 66.160 
2,37 2190 558 !,O'O,O~ 

.' 

r 
,1646 612 179 63.172 

. 2l2~ 31Q 750 170.000 

, loU, 110 502 69.400 

.2233 540 412 226.000 

,1176 410 316 15.800 

.2333 640 412 303,000 

490 276 82,000 

120 374 420.000 

S50 252 88,100 

.2559 860 328 2,000,000 

.2005 220 105.000 

.2091 200 124,000 

~2175 185 141,000 

,2259 174 183.000 

.2320 940 165 250:000 

.2401 IQIS 152 lI2.000 

.2003 S69.~ 161.6 41,7<1(1 

.2455 624 12. 38.500 

.2594 615 110.2 •• ,100 

.2530 790 ISs 86.71J 

.2339 618.8 18l.6 49.023 

.2756 551. 2 708.2 54,951 
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Item N n h ilL' 
(ad' (lbs) 

143 1 5.0 350 1080 
144 4 5.0 3SO 700 
145 4 6.5 300 700 
i46 4 6.5 300 100 
141 5 5.0 350 1080 
148 6 5.0 3SO 1080 

149 3 5.0 I 350 1080 
ISO 4 5.0 350 1060 
151 4 6.5 

I 

300 100 
152 5 5.0 3SO 1060 
153 6 5.0 3SO 1080 

1S4 3 S.O 350 1080 
1$5 3 5.0 350 1080 
I'S6 3 5.0 3SO 1080 
157 3 5.0 350 1080 

158 3 5.0 350 1080 

159 4 5.0 350 1080 
160 5 5.0 350 1080 
161 6 5.0 SSO 1080 
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T.ble 14 (cont'd.) 
DETAttID SUIoIMAJIY OF CALCl.ILATIU.S 

Jlt. (p,' (p,) " ~. Is 
Alt I I .. 

ALIXlIIOL·onc£N Pll(l>t!L&.AIIT SYS'Il:II 

.6939 300 300 .6942 .8485 .1152 

.6586 300 300 .5883 .8253 .1154 

.8899 300 lOO .6000 .7729 .1613 
300 300 .5840 .1203 .1925 

6397 300 lOO .5083 .8056 .IIH 
6213 300 300 .4465 .181B .1l63 

ANALIHE ACID I'IO'EUAHT SYSTflI 

.6989 300 300 .7266 .8579 , ilOl 

.6586 300 lOO .6240 .8403 .1091 
300 300 .5200 .6949 .2091 

.6084 300 300 .5421 .8203 .1094 

.6366 300 300 .4791 ,1986 .1102 

INITIAL STAGE - HYllRAUIII-QXYClIlII 
SU8S~ STAGES - IITDIIAZINE- FLIlOIlIl'IE 

.6115 ISO ISO .6456 .8568 .1020 

.6500 300 ISO .6314 .8410 ,1051 

.6600 450 ISO .6334 .8420 .1070 
.6254 600 ISO .6309 .8311 .1088 

ImlIIAZIHE·IIYIRlGEN PEIlOXlDE I>IIOI>EI.I.AIr SYSTDI 

.6809 300 300 .6848 .8475 .1110 

.6445 lOO 300 .579. .6327 .1095 

.6382 300 300 .4998 .8090 .1112 

.6232 300 300 .436S .1B.S .1129 

February 1, 194-{ 

a B J. d t 

J (in. ) (in.) nbs) 

.1451 590 176.8 169.700 

.1674 711.4 199.6 148,500 

.2243 804 235.4 215,000 

.2111 720 144 281,000 

. In72 194 218.6 lSO,OOO 

.2115 919 246.6 162,010 

U83 641.4 190.8 2at,ln 
.1548 109.2 202 223,964 
.2846 1000 200 980,000 
.1748 822.5 227.2 221,401 
.1968 966.1 262.2 234.893 

.1275 521 ISO 69,100 

.1358 503 138 65,760 

.1413 500 136 64,5110 

.1458 518 138 64.465 

.1444 583.5 169 a4.030 

.1584 657.1 110.4 120.463 

.162. 744.2 200.2 126.410 

.2076 861.5 230 137.776 
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APPENDIX III 

DESIGN OF A PRESSURIZED SATELLITE ROCKET 
W. F. BaUhaus 

SUMMARY 

The use of pressurized primary structure as a basis for the development of a 
man-made satellite of reasonable size is shown to enhance the possibility of the 
future construction of such a vehicle. A required gross weight of 48,000 pounds is 
estimated to be sufficient to enable establishment of a 500 pound payload in a 300 
mile altitude orbit about the earth .. 

The design conditions and assumptions made in the calculations are presented to 
support the results obtained. It may he seen that such a vehicle is not a superhuman 
undertaking when it is compared with other commonly accepted successful aircraft as 
shown in (Fig. 28). 

TWO STAGE PRESSURIZED SATELLITE 
HYDRAZIHE-FLUORIHE PR()PELLAIIT SYSHM 

ORBIT ALTITUDE 300 ""lES 

~-------------43' 8·--------------~ 

DOUGLAS 0(;-6 

100' r"---------------------I..-l 

SIZE COMPARISON 
FIG_ 28 
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DISCUSSI~ 

This study was undertaken to verify the concll-lsions reached in El Segundo Report 
No. 20636 by a more complete treatment o.f a two-stage rocket propelled satellite 
utilizing a hydrazine-fluorine propellant system. Original estimates based upon the 
use of 90% V-2 structural weight and 100% of the other V-2 items indicated that a 
gross weight of 166,200 pounds would be required to satisfy the performance require
ments. Assuming that no external fins are to be used on this vehicle and that the 
structure is to be simplified somewhat, the control surface weight and miscellaneous 
weight assumptions were modified so that the gross weight could be reduced to about 
77,000 pounds. 

The use of pressurized primary structure will account for savings in structure 
weight of such magnitude that the gross weight can be reduced to 48,000 pounds with a 
vehicle 38.5 feet long. 

This appreciable saving in primary structural weight is accomplished by taking 
advantage of the high allowable stresses of stainless steel in tension. Enough ten
sion is induced by pressurizing separate compartments of the vehicle to balance any 
compression loads that may be applied in any flight conditions. The minimum gage was 
set arbitrarily at .020. This results in high margins of safety in all the covering 
skin. The high margins eliminate the necessity for considering bending loads induced 
by the controls, and joint efficiencies, and thus simplifies the consideration of 
design conditions and the computations required for stress analysis. The design 
loads and stress analysis are presented in pages 85 and 86. 

The primary structure and general arrangement of major items IS shown in Fig. 29. 

The design conditions are discussed In the following section. 

DESIGN CONDITIONS 

The limit loads to be applied to the stage one structure reach maximum values 
at two specific points: 

1. Start of flight 
2. End of first stage burning. 

At the start of the flight the hydrostatic pressures of the liquid fuels and the 
loads from motor to structure are largest. At the end of burning, the load factor 
has increased to 6.5. All of the instruments, controls, and supporting secondary 
structure, as well as the affected primary structure, must be designed for this load 
factor. The primary structure affected is the compression structure supporting stage 
2. The tension structure must be pressurized so that it will support stage 2 in all 
flight conditions. This requirement is easily visualized by referring to Fig. 30. 

The minimum gages supply adequate strength at all sections with considerable 
margins, so a few simple computations are all that is required to indicate that the 
structural strength will be adequate. The computations are carried out on pages 85 & 86. 
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APPROXIMATE STRESS ANALYSIS 

Thrust = 73,300 Ibs 
Base ~a = 57 in. 73 300 
Internal pressure required = /' ( 2= 28.7 psi 

77 4 57) 
24 struts supporting motor: 

Load per strut = 41 x 73,300 x 1.5 = 5,000 Ibs compo 
37.5 x 24 

Use 1-3/8 in. x .035 in eM steel tube 

Ring connecting 24 struts: 

t 
Load/in. = 73,300 x 1.5 + 7757 = 614 lbs/in. 

M = 614 X (7.45)2 = 2 840 in-lb 
max 12 ' 

S = 2840 = 0.0189 in. 3 

150,000 

t 

Use 1-1/4 in. x 1-1/4 in x 1/8 In. L 
Stress In .. 020 skin: 

f: pi!..: 28.71 x 37.5: 53800 pSI. 
t .020 ' 

Ring supporting stage 2: 

131a,,II/ln. 

f 8.5" f 
Load/in. 1.5 x 6540 x 6.5 + 7765 = 312 Ibs/in. 

M = 312 X (8.5)2 = 1875 in-lb 
max 12 

S = 1875 = .0125 in. 3 

150,000 

Use 1 in. x 1 In. x 1/8 In. L 

24 struts supporting stage 2: 

Load/strut = 1.5 x 6540 x 6.5 xli= 2690 Ibs 
24 74 

w = 4.17 Ibs/l00 in. 
W = 24 x 41 x 4.17 

100 

41. 0 Ibs 

1D = 1. 01 lbs/ ft 

w '" 15.1 Ibs 

1D = .80 Ibs/ft 

w = 13.6 Ibs 

Use 2 in. x 1 in. x .032 in. hats doubler along skin .015 in. 

Ring at bottom of struts: use 1 in. x 1 in. x 1/8 in. L 

111 = .066 Ibs/in. 
W = 119 Ibs 
W '" 21.6 Ibs 
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Ca.tPtrfATI~ OF SHELL WEIGHI' 

Skin covering 1: 

Al = 75TT (65 + 86) 
2 

= 17.780 in. a 

Skin between 1 + 2: 

All = 2nRh .. 2rr x 59 x 18.5 in. 

6,850 in. a 

Skin covering 2: 

Aa C 1047T (86 + 87) 
2 

.. 28 .. 300 in. 2 

Skin between 2 + 3: 
Aaa C 2rnR2 = 2rr (43.5)2 

.. 1l.d90 in.:.I 

Skin covering 3: 

Aa = 7:" (87. + 74) 

.. 19.700 in. 2 

Skin between 3 + 4: 
Aa4 .. 2rr x (37)2 

.. 8,590 in. 2 

Skin covering 4: 

A, .. 62rr (74 + 57) 
2 

Total area: 105,870 in. a 

12,760 . a 
1n. 

Weight (.020) =.006 x 105,870 .. 635.2 lbs 
From stress analysis (p.85) WI = 211 

Primary structure = 846 lbs 

+ 20% for laps. fittings. etc. 

Total wt ... 1,015 lhs 
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ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE ESTIMATE CALCULATIONS 

The results of an analysis of the structure. motor. and controls of several 
rockets lead to the development of a number of expressions relating either directly 
or indirectly to the weight of each component of the vehicle to the gross weight. It 
is estimated that the establishment of a 500 pound payload in a 300 mile altitude 
orbit around the earth requires a two-stage vehicle having a fuel to gross weight 
ratio of v : .765 for each stage. If the load factor is restricted to n = 6.5 the 
thrust can be computed from 

F = 6.5 (1 - v) If • 

Assuming a specific impulse of 1=335 lb sec/lb, the burning time is estimated by 

.9 (33S/6.5H_v _) 
1 - v 

== 161 seconds. 

The weight and size of the motor, pumps, plumbing, and turbine depends upon the 
rate of propellant consumption which, since the burning is at a constant rate, is 
simply the weight of propellants divided by the burning time: 

Ra te of Burning == £ vW 
tb tb 

. 7651f 
161 

" .00475 If • 

The size relations derived were given in terms of burning rate, but for this study 
the relations in terms of gross weights are more convenient. The expressions re
lating gross weight and component weights and ~izes used here are, therefore, listed 
in pages 88 and 89. It should be noted that stage 2 weight is held constant at 
6540 pounds. 
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ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE ESTIMATE CALCULATIONS 

Vehicle Weight: 

Gross weight 48,000 

Propellant weight = vW = .765 x 48000 = 36,700 

Combustion chamber = .0159 x W 
nozzle, etc. = .0159 x 48000 = 764 

Turbine, pumps, = .00546W + 45 
etc. = .00546 x 48000 + 45 = 307 

Turbine fuel = .0153 x W 
= .0153 x 48000 = 735 

Plumbing = .0038W + 10 
= .0038 x 48000 + 10 = 192 

Surfaces and = 526 (W/27300)7/6 
controls = 526 (48000/27300)7/6 = 1,016 

Misce 11 aneous = .015W* ~ .015 x 48000 = 720 
structure 

Payload = 6,540 

Primary structure** = 1,015 

47,989 lbs 

·See Fig. 32 for Factor~. ~ depends on gross weight. 

*·Primary structure weight wss calculated from a consideration of the actual members 
required to supply necessary strength under the assumed design conditions. 
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ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE ESTIMATE CALCULATIONS 

Vehicle Size: 

Length as required by volume of propellants and general arrangement. 

Volumes: 

Hydrazine = .765 x .458 x W = .00555 W ft:! 
62.4 x 1.011 

Fluorine = .765 x .542 x W = .00647 W ft 3 

62.4 x 1.108 

Combustion 
Chamber 
Diameter = y; 6.5(1- t1" ,. .0707 vi inches 

1. 3 )( 300 

Chamber Length = Diameter 

Exhaust Diameter = 18 x chamber diameter 

Pump and Turbine Cube: 

Ii = 
fll.I 

(3700 + 94.5 .765 x If) 1/3 

161 
inches 

Radius of H2 02 Sphere: 

r = ( • 091 )( . 765 )( W)1/3 inches 

where If is gross weight in pounds. 

APPENDIX IV. 

PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

The shell structure of the proposed satellite rocket is made of a stabilized 
18-8 type staihless steel skin over a grid framework of longitudinal and transverse 
stiffeners of the same material. 

A minimum gage of .020 inches has been arbitrarily established for the skin of 
the satellite rocket. 
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Studies of the amount of material required to adequately protect the contents of 
the payload compartment against possible damage due to meteorite collisions indicate 
that a gage of .020 inches will be satisfactory for this purpose. 

Allowable Load for the Loogitudinal Stiffeners as Columns 

The longitudinal stiffeners are made of 1/2 hard stabilized 18-8 stainless steel 
sheet and have the cross-sectional shape shown below. 

i--.1l2 -1 
.l88H 1 t 

.406- t .750 

~----------------1.875--------------~~ 

The variation of the allowable column stress for the longitudinal stiffeners, 
computed from methods given in ref. 15, with column length as given in Fig. 32. 

The allowable column loads for the longitudinal stiffeners used in the satellite 
rocket are given in Table 15 . 
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ColtlllIl Length 

Stiffener Gaget Area 

(inches) (in. :I) 

A .016 .0587 

B .020 .0721 

C .035 .125 

Table 15 

ALLOWABLE COLUMN LOADS 

Skin Gage = .020 inches 

20 in. 21 in. 22 in. 

F F F c c c 
(lbs ) (lbs ) (lbs ) 

3210 3145 3070 

4390 4760 4620 

9550 9380 9220 

23 in. 24 in. 25 in. 

F F F c c c 
(lbs ) (lba ) (lbs ) 

2970 2880 2790 

4510 4380 4270 

9000 8800 8700 

It should be noted that the allowable column loads as given in Table 15 have 
been reduced by a factor of 10 per cent from the values given in Fig. 32 to allow for 
the beam action of the Imlgitudinal stiffeners due to the aerodynamic pressure on the 
skin of the satellite rocket. 

Applied Loads 

In the following analysis the satellite rocket shell will be analyzed for axial 
tension and compression loads. The use of reduced column allowables as given in 
Table 15 obviates the necessity of considering longitudinal pressure. Further. the 
effect of bending of the satellite rocket is small and has been generally neglected 
1n this analysis. 

The inertia load applied to the satellite rocket structure at a given point 1S 
determined from the dead weight load as given in Table 16 and the applied load factor 
as given in Table 8. The pressure loads are given in Table 8 and the bending moments 
are given in Fig. 27. 
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Table 16 

AXIAL DEAD WEIGHT LOADS 

Dead Wt (tV) Y Y 

Station Distributed L W L w 
y To Station y=o y = 565 

(lbs) (lbs) (lbs) 

0 

25 36 36 85963 

50 108 14,4 85927 

75 276 420 85819 

95 221 641 85543 

115 1683 2324 85322 

140 1978 4302 83-639 

162 1325 5627 81661 

187 890 6517 80336 

212 4363 10880 79446 

237 4991 15871 75083 

260 3519 19390 70092 

285 1908 21298 66573 

310 5544 26942 64665 

335 13721 40563 59121 

360 7116 47679 45400 

385 8665 56344 38284 

410 17972 74316 29619 

430 4565 78881 11647 

450 4037 82918 7082 

475 939 83857 3045 

500 625 84482 2106 

525 934 85416 1481 

545 365 85781 547 

565 182 85963 182 
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SATELLITE ROCKET SHELL STRUCTURE 

COMPRESSION LOADS 

Nudler of Colunn Y 

Station Longitudinals Length n LW Ie Fe M.S. 
y A B C (inches) 0 (lbs ) (lbs ) 

(lbs ) 

0 

25 4 25 5 36 180 34800 high 

50 4 25 5 144 720 34850 high 

75 4 4 20 5 420 2150 51040 high 

95 4 4 20 5 641 3205 51040 high 

115 12 4 25 5 2324 11620 68280 high 

140 12 4 22 5 4302 21510 73720 high 

162 20 4 25 5 5627 26135 120200 high 

187 20 4 25 5 6517 32585 120200 high 

212 20 4 25 5 10880 54400 90600 .6 

237 20 4 23 5 15871 79355 104310 .3 

260 20 4. 25 5 19390 96940 120200 .2 

285 20 4 2S 

I 
L44 21298 30650 90600 high 

310 20 4 25 1. 44 26842 38600 90600 high 

335 24 4 25 1. 44 40563 58400 101760 .7 

360 24 4 25 1.44 47679 68500 101760 .5 

385 24 4 25 1.44 56344 81000 101760 .25 

-UO 24 4 20 1.44 74316 107000 155500 .45 

430 24 4 20 1. 44 78881 113300 1555(}0 .4 

450 24 4 25 1.44 82918 119100 137300 .15 

475 24 4 25 1. 00 83857 83857 137300 .6 

500 20 4 25 1.00 84482 84482 90600 .07 

525 20 4 20 1.00 85416 85416 102400 .2 

545 20 4 20 1.00 85781 85781 102400 .2 

565 20 4 1.00 85963 85963 102400 .2 

TENSlOO LOADS 

O.K. by inspeccion 
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TANKS 

STAGE III 

MAIN mOPELLANT TANKS 

94 

45.25 

52 

Hydrazine Tank - Top 

Hydrazine 
P"'19 psi 

A = 40 

f = Pr = 19 x 40 19000 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

F tu = 38200 psi Material - 24 S TAL 

Hydrazine Tank - Wall 

f = Pr = 19 x 25 = 23700 psi 
t t .020 

Ftu = 38200 psi Material - 24 ST AL 

Hydrazine Tank - Bottom 

f = Pr = 19 x 52 = 24700 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

F tu = 38200 psi Material - 24 S TAL 

February 1, 191,.7 

53 

M.S. 1.0 

M.S. .6 

M.S. .5 
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Oxygen Tank - Top 

f .. Pr ,. 19 x 51 '" 24200 psi 
f 2t 2 x .020 

F,. ,. 38200 psi Material - 24 STAL 

Oxygen Tank - Bot tQID 

f .. Pr ,. 19 x 51. 25 ;: 24350 psi 
f 2t 2 x .020 

F f. '" 38200 psi Material - 24 S TA L 

AUXILIARY PROPELLANT TANKS 

Hydrogen Peroxide Tank (Spherical) 

f = Pr ::: 400 x 3.6 '" 36000 psi 
, 2t 2 x .020 

F Cu = 38200 psi Material - 24 STA L 

Hydrazine Tank (Spherical) 

f = Pr '" 222 x 9.45= 26200 psi 
, 2t 2 x .040 

F tu '" 26300 psi Material - 24 S TAL 

Oxygen Tank (Spherical) 

f '" Pr = 192 x 7.6 = 36500 psi 
, 2t 2 x .020 

Ft. '" 38200 psi 

Helium Tanks (Spherical) 

Tank A 

Material - 24 S TAL 

f '" Pr '" 3000 x 4.45 '" 85700 psi 
t 2t 2 x .078 

F,. = 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

Tank B 

f = Pr '" 3000 x 5.15 '" 83100 psi 
t 2t 2 x .093 

F fa = 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

M.S. = .6 

M.S. = .6 

M.S. = .06 

M.S. .004 

M.S. = .04 

M.S. .04 

M.S. '" .08 
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STAGE II 

MAIN mOPELI...ANT TANKS 

24 

34.5 

Hydra:,:ine 

P = 25.8 psi 

n 5.25 

96 

-r-_ 

so 

~--------------61.5----------~ 

Hydrazine Tank - Top 

f = Pr = 25.9 x 5.25 '" 34000 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

Ftu .. 38200 psi Material - 24 S TAL 

Hydrazine Tank - Outer Wall 

f = Pr = 25.8. x 40.5 .. 20500 psi 
t t .051 

Ftu = 23500 psi Material - 24 S TAL 

February 1, 1947 

Oxysen 

= 32 psi 

94 

93 

M.S. .1 

M.S. .1 
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Hydrazine Tank - BottCID 

f = Pr .. 6.2 x 90 ,- 14000 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

Ft. ,. 38200 psi Material - 24 STAL 

Oxygen Tank - Top 

f :: Pr = 32 x 90 • 72000 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

F til = 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

Oxygen Tank - Bottom 

f '" Pr .. 32 x 91 '" 72800 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

F fa '" 89500 psi Material • 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

Oxygen Tank - Wall 

f .. Pr ;:; 32 x 46.75 .. 74800 psi 
't .020 

Ffa = 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

AUXILIARY PROPELLANT TANKS 

Hydrogen Peroxide Tank (Spherical) 

f = Pr '" 400 x 4.7 = 23500 psi 
t 2t 2 x .040 

F fa '" 26300 psi 

Helium Tanks (Spherical) 

Tank A 

Material 24 STAL 

f = Pr '" 3000 x 7.33 '" 87000 psi 
t 2t 2 x .125 . 

F fa '" 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainl~ss Steel 1/2 Hard 

Tank 8 

f '" Pr = 3000 x 3.37 '" 81500 psi 
t 2t 2 x .062 

F fa '" 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

," ", .. .. 
~.:. ",.:.:' . ~'"' . -.-. 

M.S. :: high 

M.S. '" .2 

M.S .... 2 

M.S. = .2 

M.S. '" .1 

M.S .... 03 

M.S. .1 
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STAGE I 

MA IN PROPELLANT TANKS 

108.5 --------1., 
5 • .,...----- 77.2 ---~ 14.8 

98 

,,~--R" 119 

61 

~--13.25 

10.----- 81. 15 ----~ 

Oxygen Tank - Top 

f = Pr " 19.6 x 4.25 = 20800 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

F f/l. '" 38200 psi Material - 24 STAL 

Oxygen Tank - Bottom 

f = Pr = 5.5 x 119 = 16400 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

F tu '" 38200 psi Material - 24 STAL 

Hydrazine 
P ., 25.1 Pili 

121 

M.S. .8 

M.S. = high 
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Oxygen Tank - Outer Wall 

f '" Pr = 19.6 x 56.5 ::21700 psi 
't .051 

FtG :: 23500 psi Material - 24 S TAL 

Hydrazine Tank - Top 

f :: Pr = 25.1 x 119 = 74700 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

F ta 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

Hydrazine Tank - Bottom 

f ::: Pr ::: 25.1 x 100 :: 62800 psi 
t 2t 2 x .020 

Ftu :: 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

Hydrazine Tank - Wall 

f '" Pr :: 25.1 x 56 :: 70200 psi 
t t .020 

Ftu :: 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

AUXILIARY PROPELLANT TANKS 

Hydrogen Peroxide Tanks (Spherical) - 2 Required 

f ~ Pr ; 400 x 10.75", 86000 psi 
t 2t 2 x .025 

F tu :: 89500 psi 

Helium Tanks (Spherical) 

Tank A 

Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

f = Pr " 3000 x 10.45 83400 psi 
t 2t 2 x .188 

Feu :: 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

Tank B 

f = Pr '" 3000 x 6.94 = 83200 psi 
t 2t 2 x .125 

Ftu :: 89500 psi Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 

" "": 

M.S. :: .08 

M.S. .2 

M.S. .4 

M.S. = .3 

M.S. '" .04 

M.S. " .07 

M.S. .07 
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STAGE III 

100 

February 1, 194.7 

ROCKET M01'(J\ SUPPCBT STRt.K:l'tJRE 

45 ----il1oo4 

63 

Thrust per column :: 2210 lbs 

CoIWlDl length :: 18 inches 

A 

B 

OD 

OD 

.625 inches 

.375 inches 

Ic = 53300 psi 

FCY" 85000 psi 

t '" .028 inches 

t = .028 inches 

Material - X4130 Steel Tube 
M.S. '" .6 

I .. I 
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STAGE II 

73 

55 ....u.-------j~ 

t 
120Of,f 2120011 

60 

Thrust per column = 4490 lbs 

ColU/TUl length 

A 

B 

OD 

OD 

= 20 inches 

.750 inches 

.500 inches 

Ie '" 70700 psi 

Fey 85000 psi 

120Of,f 

t = .028 inches 

t '" .028 inches 

~~terial - X4130 Steel Tube 
M.S. = .2 
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STAGE I 

16.5 

* 

102 

22000 22000 

76-------~ 

Thrust per colunn = 17850 lbs 

ColWlD1 length 

A 

B 

C 

OD 

OD 

OD 

30.4 inches 

1.50 inches 

.750 inches 

1. 375 inches 

Ie 80000 psi 

Fey 85000 psi 

t '" • 049 inches 

t = .035 inches 

t = .035 inches 

Material - X4130 Steel Tube 

Feb T U a T Y 1, .1 9 4- 7 

M.S. .06 



I 

February 1, 1947 

STAGE III 

THRUST RING 

k = tEl = .020 x 29 x 10
8 

= 32200 psi 
I 18 

f3 - ~4 /k - ~4 I 32200 - 1455 l' nches - V 4Ef - V 4 x 29 X 108 x .64 • 

M = ..f... " 1985 = 3410 inch-lbs 
max 4{3 4 x .1455 

f = ManY = 3410 x 2.219 " 11800 psi 
c I .64 

bIt = 2.875 = 23 
.125 

Fer = 22000 psi Buckling outstanding leg 

Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 
M.S. = .9 
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STAGE' II 

104 

Feb r u a r y 1 ,1 9 4- 7 

x 

t 
.1875 

, ~~-L.C....-.! 

k = tE, = .02 x 29 x 106 = 29000 psi 
t 20 

f3 = V~I:: ~ X 292~~6 x .931 - .126 inches 

M
IDU 

= P = 4000 "7940 inch-lhs 
4/3 4 x .126 

MllaxY = 7940 x 2.197 ,. 18700 psi 
I .931 

bit ,. 2.813 ,. 15 
.1875 

Fer = 42000 psi Buckling outstanding leg 

Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 
M.~. = high 



February 1, 1947 

STAGE I 

tE 6 
k = ~ = .02 x 29 x 10 = 19200 psi 

,c. 30.4 

{3 =-.. [J;I = ...... / 19200 - .1025 inches 
\/4EI \/4 x 29 x 106 x 1.5 

M - P - 15625 39100 inch-lbs 
max - 4/3 - 4 X .1025 

f '" Mmax
Y = 39100 x 2.13 = 55500 psi 

c I 1.5 

F = 75000 psi cr 

Material - 18-8 Stainless Steel 1/2 Hard 
M.S. " .35 
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STATION 4.30 

[xx 

106 

Feb T U a T Y 1, .1 9 4- 7 

BENDING OF THE ROCKET DUE TO TILT 

r 
68.8 

M 632000 in.-lbs (Fig. 27) 

Compression in longitudinal stiffener fl due to bending. 

I '" 632000 x 68.8 = 3975 psi 
e 2 x 5459.7 

Compression in longitudinal stiffener II due to thrust. 

Ie = 55000 psi 

Therefore: 'i:,le = 58975 psi 

From Table 17 

_ 4890 = 67500 psi 
Fe - .0271 

[xx 

M.S. = .1 
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INITIAL EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION LISTS 

Initial distribution of all related technical reports on the satel. 
lite vehicle are given below. The code is explained on pages 109 through 
118. 

Report 
No. Title Distribution 

RA-1S02l Flight Mechanics of a Satellite Rocket A(1). C, 0(1) 

RA-1S022 Aerodynamics, Gas Dynamics and Heat A(l). C. D(1) 
Transfer Problems of a Satellite 
Rocket 

RA.15023 Analysis of Temperature, Pressure and A(1), C, D(1) 
Density of the Atmosphere Extend-
ing to Extreme Altitudes 

RA-lS024 Theoretical Characteristics of Several A(l), C, D(3) 
Liquid Propellant Systems 

RA-lS025 Stability and Control of a Satellite A{l), C, 0{1), D(2) 
Rocket 

RA-15026 Structural and Weight Studies of a A(1), C, 0(1) 
Satellite Rocket 

RA-lS027 Satellite Rocket Power Plant A(l), C, D(3) 

RA-lS028 Communication and Observation Problems A(1), C, 0(2) 
of a Satellite 

RA-lS032 Reference Papers Relating to a A(l), C, D(2) 
Satellite Study 

Those agencies not on the initial distribution may obtain reports 
on a loan basis by writing to: Commanding General. Air Materiel Command, 
Attn: TSEON-2. Wright Field, Dayton. Ohio. 
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Fpd4!ral Bldg. 
Ml1wauke,p 2, ~'ls. 

Uur~au of A~ronautlcs Rep. 
1~ South Raymond Str~et 
Pasadena, CalIfornia 

Bureeu or A~ronautlc$ Rep. 
15 SQuth Raymond Street 
Pasadena, californiA 

(~) GUIDANCE &0 COlnROL 

COGIIIZANT 
AGEIICY 

BUORD 

BUORD 

BUAEIl 

OIlD DEPT 

lIUilER 

lIUORD 

lIUAER 

BUAER 

Belmont Radio Corporation AAF 
~921 West DIck p na Avenue 
Chicago 29, IllinoIs 
Attn1 Mr. Harold C. Mattea 

Bendix AViation Corp. 
Eclipse-Pioneer DIVision 
Teterboro, New Jersey 
Attn: IIr. R. C. Sylvand.r 

lIendix Aviation Corp. 
Pacific Division, 8PD West 
Korth Rollfwood, Calif. 

Bendix Aviation Radio DivIsion 
East Joppa Road 
Baltimore 4, lIaryland 
Attn: IIr. J. W. Hamaond 

Buehler and Company 
1607 Howard Street 
Chicago 26, Illinois 
Attn: IIr. Jack II. Roehn 

Commanding General 
Ar.y All' Forces 
Pen tagon 
W.ahIngton 23, D.C. 
Attn: AC/AS-4, DRE-2F 

Bureau or Aeronautics 
ReSident Representative 
lIendl. AViation Corp. 
Teterboro, New Jersey 

Development Contract Officer 
lIendlx Avl&tlon Corp. 
11600 Sherman Waf 
North Hollywood, California 

BUAEIl 

lIUORD 

AAF 
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D. COMPONENT CONTRACTORS <Cont'd) 
(2) GUIDANCE. CONTROL 

CONTRACTOR TRANSMITTED VIA 

Consolidated-Vultee Aircraft 
Corporation 
San 01elo, california 
A'ttn: Mr. C. J. 8re1tw1~ser 

Cornell Univers1ty 
Ithaca, New York 
Attn: Mr. WHliam C. l:Iallard, Jr. 

DIrector, U.S. NAvy Eleetronlcs 
I"abor&tory, 
san Diego, California 

Electro-Mechanical Research 
Ridge Field, connecticut 
Attn: Mr. Charles 8. Aiken 

Farnswortb TeleVision and Radio co. 
Fort Wayne, IndIana 
Attn: Ifr. J. D. Schantz 

Federal Telephone and Radio corp. 
200 Mt. Plea.ant Avenue 
Newark 4, lew Jf!!'raey 
Attn: Nr. E. N. Wendell 

Galvin Manufacturing Corp. 
4~~ AUlusta I:Ilvd. 
Chicago ~, 1111nols 
Attn: Mr. G. R. MacDonald 

G. M. Giannini and Co., Inc. 
28~ West Colorado St. 
Pasadena, calltornia 

Gilfillan Corp. 
181~-1649 Venice Hlvd. 
Loa Angeles 6, Californ1a 
Attn: Mr. O. n. Niles 

Hillyer Engineering Co. 
New Yor~, New York 
Attn: IIr. Curtiss Htllyer 

Iearfott Eng1neer1ng Co. 
New york, Now York 
Attn: Nr. W. A. Re1cllel 

LeAr Incorporated 
110 Iona Avenue, N.W. 
Grand Rapids 2, W1cll1gan 
Attn: Mr. R.N. Mock 

Manutacturers MAchine A Tool Co. 
320 Washington Street 
lit. Vernon, N.Y. 
Attn: Mr. L. Kenneth Mayer, 

Comptroller 

M1nneapolis-Honeywell Mfgr. Co. 
27&3 Fourth Avenue 
M1nneapolis 6, Wlnnesota 
Attn: Nr. W. J. McGoldrick, 

Vice-President 

Ohio state University 
Research Foundation 
Columbus, Ohio 
Attn: Mr. Thomas E. Davis. 

Starf Assls tant 
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Bureau or Aeronautics 
Ilepre Se n ta t1 ve, 
Consolldated-Vultee Aircraft Corp. 
san Otego, Caltfornia 

DCO, Applied Physics LAboratory 
Johns Hopkins University 
8621 Georgia Avenue, 
SlIVer Spring, Maryland 

Bureau of AeronauticS Rep. 
1~ South Raymond St. 
Pasadena, california 

Inspector of Naval ~ater'lal 

90 Church Street 
Ne~ york 7, New York 

Inspector or Naval Material 
90 Cllurch Street 
New lork 7, New york 

COGNIZANT 
AGRIICY 

HUAER 

AAF 

NAVY 

AAF 

BUORD 

AAF 

AAF 

BtJAER 

AAF 

BVAER 

BUAER 

AAF 

AAF 

AAF 

AAi' 

.. 

• 

• 



• 
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D. COMPONENT CONTRACTORS (Cont'd) 

COIITR.lCTOR 

Railer, .",.lIon4 " Brown 
P.O. Do" 342 
8tate college, Penns,.l."nla 
Attnl Dr. R. C. Ra,.mond, Pres. 

Ortlee ot Chiet 81gnal Ottleer 
Engineering. Teehnteal 8ervlees, 
Enltneerlng Division 
Pen tagon 
Wa.h1nlton aft, D.C. 

Ra,.tron, Inc. 
a09 E. W"shlngton .lvenue 
Jackson, Michigan 
Attn: Mr. John R. Gelzer, Vice-Pres. 

L. N. 8ch.etn Engineering Co. 
6130 Washington Blvd. 
Loe .lngeles 16, Calltornla 
.lttn: L~H. 8eh •• in, General Partner 

8enlor lIaval Liaison Oftleer 
~.8, Maval Electronic Liaison Otflee 
811nal Corps, Enllneerlng Laborator,. 
Fort Monmouth, N •• Jerse,. 

Servo Corporation ot Amertca 
Buntlnlton, L.I., New york 

8quare D Co. 
lolle .. an Instrullent DIvision 
El.burst, New York 
Attn: IIr. V. E. Carbonara 

Stromberg-Carlson Company 
Rochester, New York 
Attn: Mr, L. L. Spencer, Vice-Pres. 

Submarine 81gnal Company 
Boston, Maalaehuaetts 
Attn: Mr. Edgar Horton 

Su •• era Gyroscope Co. 
1100 Colorado Avenae 
8anta Monica, Caltfornla 
Attn: Mr. To. Su •• ers, dr. 

8,.lvanla Electric products Inc. 
Flushlnl, Lonl Island, N.Y. 
Attn: Dr. Robert BOWie 

~niverslt, of Illinois 
Urbana, Il11nol. 
Attn: Mr. H. E. CUnnlnlham, See. 

Unlverslt,. of Pennsylvania 
Moore School of Electrical Engr. 
Philadelphia, Pa, 

Universlt, or Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvanta 
A.tt.n: Yr. E. A.. Holbrook, Dean 

Onlveralt,. of Vlrglnl& 
Ph,sics Department 
Cbarlottesville, Virginia 
Attn: Dr. J. w. ItEt .... 

(2) G~IDAMCE • CONTROL 

TR&IISM ITTED VI A 

Inspector of Neval .aterlal 
90 Church 8tr .. et 
New York 7, New York 

Bureau of Aeronautics Rep. 
90 Church Street 
He. york 7, Mew tork 

Development Contraot Officer 
.&s5acbu$etta Institute of Technology 
Cambrl4g~ 39, Ma.sachusetts 

Inspector of lIaval .at~ri&l 
90 Church S tree t 
lIe w York " lIew York 

Co •• andl~g Orflcer 
Naval Aircraft Modification unit 
John.ville, pa .. 

Development Contract Offlc~r 
University or Virginia 
Ch&rlottesvl11~, Virginia 

COGIIIZAIiT 
.lGEIICY 

01lD DEPT 

AAF 

A&F 

IIAVY 

BUAER 

BUAER 

AAF 

BUORD 

AAF 

BUOIlD 

.loll' 

BUAER 

AAI' 

IlUORD 
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D. COMPONENT CONTRACTORS (Collt'd) 

CONTRACTOR 

Waahington Onlveralty 
R.a.arch l"oun4atlon 
8135 Forayth. Blyd., 
Clayton G, III.aourl 
Attn: Dr. R. G. Spencer 

w.atift&house Electric Corp. 
Sprlnsrleld, lIaaaachuaetta 
Attn: 3.K.8. Bare, Vlee·Pre8. 

(Day ton Ortice) 

Director or SpeCialty 
P~oduet. Deyelop.ent 

Whippany Radio Laboratory 
Whippany, 11 • .1. 
Attn: IIr. II.B. Cook 

(a) GUIDANCE & CONTAOL 

TRANSIIITTED VIA COGNIZAIIT 
AOEIICl' 

AAl" 

AAl" 

ORD DEPT 

Zenith aadlo Corporation AAl" 
Chicago, Illinois 
Attn: Hugh Robertson, 

Executive Ylee~Pre •• 

AeroJet En&lneerlng Corp. 
Azusa, California 
Attn: K.F. lIundt 

Armour Reaearch FOUndation 
Technleal Center, 
Chicago 16, Iliinol. 
Attn: II ... W. A. Casler 

Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
30 lIemol'lal Drive, 
callbrldge, lfas8. 
Attn: III'. BeIge Holst 

Battelle lIemorlal Institute 
505 lUng A venue 
COlUMbus 1, Ohio 
Attn: Dr. B. D. Thomas 

Bend!. Aviation Corp. 
Pacific Dlvtston, SPD Weat 
II. Hollywood, caltf. 

Bendi. Product. Dtvtslon 
Bendt. Avtatton Corporation 
COl Bendtx Drive 
South Bend 20, Indiana 
Attn. ill'. Frank C. lIocl< 

Co._andlng General 
ArllY Air l"orce. 
Pentagon 
Washington 23, D.C. 
Attn: AC/AS-C DRE-2E 

COII.andtng General 
Air Materiel Co •• and 
Wri&ht Fteld Dayton, Ohio 
Attn: TSEPP-CB(2) TSEPP-4A(1) 

TSEPP-5A(1) TSEPP-6C(1) 
TSORE- (1) . 

CO.Dandlnl Officer 
Plcatinn, Araenal 
Dover, Mew ~er.e1 
Attn: Technical Division 
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(a) PROPULS 1011 

Bureau of Aeronautics Rep_ 
15 South Ray~ond Street 
PAsadena. Calltornia 

Develop~ent Contract Officer 
Bendtx Avtation Corp. 
11600 Sherman Way 
II. Hollywood, Calif. 

BUlER 

ORO OI!:PT 

OIUl DEPT 

;\AF & 

I!UAER 

BIIORD 

AAF 
BUORO 

AAF 

ORD DEPT 

• 

.. 



D. COMPONENT CONTRACTORS (Cont'd) 

C:OIf'fR#.C'fOR 

Co •• aRdlns Orricer 
Watertown Arsenal 
Watertown 72, Mas.achuaetta. 
#'ttnt Laborator,. 

Continental #.viatlon and Engr. Corp. 
Detroit, Michigan 

Curtisa-Wrisht Corporation 
Propeller Division 
Caldw.ll. New Jerse, 
#'ttn: Mr. C. W. Chl11.on 

Expert.ent, Incorporated 
Rich_ond, Virginia 
#.ttn: Dr. J. W. lIullen, II 

Fairchild #.Irplane .. Engine Co. 
Ranser Alrerart Englnes"Dlv. 
Far.lngdale, L.I., If"W york 

General Motora Corporation 
#.lll&on Division 
Indlanapolla, Indiana 
#.ttn: IIr. Ronald Ha&en 

G. II. Giannini" Co., [nco 
28G W. Colorado St. 
Paaadena, Calltornl& 

Bercules Powder Co. 
Port gwen, K.Y .. 

Marquardt Alrerart Company 
VenIce, California 
Attn, Dr. R. E. lIarquardt 

Menasco Manu rae turing Co. 
80G E. 8an Fernando Blvd. 
Burbank, Callrornla 
Attn, Robert R. IIlller 

Exec. Vice-PI"ea. 

lew York University 
#.pplied ~athe.atics Center 
Mew York, Mew York 
Attn: Dr. Richard Courant 

orl"lee 01" Chiel" 01" Ordnan,,.e 
Ordnance Research" Developaent D1V. 
Roe Ire t Braneh 
Pentagon, 
washing ton 211, D. C. 

Pol,teehnle Inatitute or Brooklyn 
Brookl,n, Ife. York 
Attn: Mr. R.P. Harrington 

Purdue Unlverslt, 
L&l"ayette, Indiana 
Attn: IIr. G. S. lIeik"l 

Reaction Motors, Inc. 
Lake DeDl.ark 
Dover, New Jersey 

(3) PIlOPULSIOII 

'fRAlfSIU'f'lED VIA 

8ureau or #."ronautlc8 Rep. 
11111 Freneh Road 
Detroit II, Mlchlsan 

Develop.ent Contract Orricer 
P.O. 80x: 1-1' 
lI.ieh.ond a, Virsiala 

Bureau ot Aeronautics Rep. 
8ethpage, L.I., 11.1. 

Bureau of Aeronautica Rep. 
General Motors Corporation 
Allison Division 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

InspeetQr of Naval waterial 
90 Church Street 
New York 7, lIew York 

Bureau of Aeronaut1es Re~. 
1~ South Raymond Street 
Pesadena, california 

Inspector or Kaval Waterial 
90 Church Street 
New York 7, New York 

Inspector of lIaval Material 
90 Church Street 
New York 7, New lork 

Inspector or Naval Material 
141 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago 4, Illinois 

Bureau ot Aeronautics 
ReSident Representative 
Reaction Motor_, Inc. 
!laval A_munition Depot 
Lake Den_ark, Dover, N .. .J. 

C:OGUUII1' 
AOIUCY 

ORD DEPT 

8UAIIR .. 
UF 

AAF 

8UOllD 

BUARR 

BUAEI\ 

.lAP' 

BUORD 

olAF 
BUAER 

AAF 

SDARII. 

01lD DEP'f 

IIUAEI\ 

SUARR 
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D. COMPONENT CONTRACTORS (Cont'd) 

COllraACToa 

aeneeelaer PolJtecbnlc [netitute 
TroJ, lew Tork 
Attn: Inetructor of Raval Science 

Solar Aircraft Co.panJ 
san Diego 12, Calltornla 
Attn: Dr. M.A. Willia •• on 

Standard Oil Co.panJ 
£8.0 Laboratoriea 
Ell~abetb, Rew JereeJ 

University of Virginia 
Pbysics Department 
Cbariottesville, Virginia 
A.ttn: Dr • .J. W. Be ••• 

University ot Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Attn: Dr, J.O. Hirschtelder 

Westinghouse Electric Co. 
ESSington, Pennsylvania 

Wrigbt Aeronautical Corp. 
Woodridge, Hew Jersey 

Bethlehem Steel corp. 
Shipbuilding Division 
Quincy 69. Mass. 
Attn: Mr. H. Fox 

lIB 

(3) paOPULS 1011 

TRAIISMITTED VIA 

Development Contract Otficer 
Standard Oil CompanJ 
Esso Laboratories, Box 243 
Ellaabeth, lIew Jersey 

Develop",ent Contract Otficer 
university of Virginia 
Charlottesville, Virginia 

[nspector ot lIaval 
Material, 
141 W. Jackson BlVd. 
Chicago 4, Ullnols 

Bureau ot A.eronAutics 
Resident Representative 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
ESSington, Pennsrlvaftia 

Bureau or Aeronautics Rep. 
Wright Aeronautical Corp. 
Woodridge, lIew Jersey 

Supervisor ot Shlpbu1ldlng, USN 
Quincy, lIasa. 

COGlIIZAIIT 
AGEIICT 

IIUORD 

ORO DEPT 

BUORD 

BUORD 

BUORD 

BUAER 

BUAEft 

IIVAEft 


